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FREE.

FREE.

SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE OF Photographic Apparatus, etc.
FREE ON APPLICATION.

HOBBIES No. 2 POSTCARD HAND CAMERA
' was the first of its sort put upon the market, and it is to -day the Cheapest, Simplest and Best.
Post Free For 28/ Price 27/u.
Tales Twelve Postcard Plates (5f by 3} inches).
DEFERRED PAYMENTS : Cash with Order, 5s.6d., sod TEN
Particulars on
WEEKLY PAYMENTS of 2s. 6d. each.
Application.

SPECIFICATION.
CAMERA.-Substantially made, covered in Morocco grained
Leatherette, with carrying.handle.
LENS.-Rapid Double Periscope Letts. with iris Diaphragm.
SBUTTE R.-Time and Instantaneous, with Speed Adjuster.

FOCUSSING.-Guide for objects distant 8. 18, 20, 24 feet
and Infinity.
VIEW FINDERS.-For Upright and Horizontal Pictures.

PRICES FOR EXTRAS.
.. 4s. Gil. By Post 4s. 3d.

Three -fold Cyclists' Tripod
Limp Cloth Carrying Oase

.

and Printing Outfit.
..
for Post Cards ..
..
Post Card Plates, Box of 12
..

HOBBIES LIMITED,

3s. 6d.

3s.

Ls. Od.

6s. RI.
ls.10d.

Is. 6d.

::

3d.Developing

12, PATERNOSTER SQ.;
LO

E.

V

HOBBIES.

NOTICE.-Private Advertisements are inserted in these columns at the reduced rate
of 6d. for the first 18 words or less, and 1d. for every 3 words after.
The rate for Trade Advertisements and Advertisements of Foreign Stamps is for the fi-st twelve words, and td. per word after. No Trade Aavertisemes..
accepted for less than 2/6.
1

NOM-Advertisements offering Fretwork Designs cannot be accepted for this page.

Advertisements should be received not later than Monday morning ,or insertion in the PaPcx
published on the Thursday of the following week (Ten days later).

TRADE.
To Amateur Photographers. -The Misses E. and E.
Pickering can undertake developing, retouching, printing, and finishing of films and plates.-The Studio,

Petersfield, Hants.
' 3%, ttooing outfits, everything necessary made and supplied

by Henri Swiftt, 88, Queen Street, Leamington Spa.
Price lists, one stamp.

Outfits from 2s. 6d.

H. JEYPORE ' Packet. 4d.
60 Different STAMPS

Poet

Including oblong JEY PORE
(sacred car), large oblong MAURITANIA,

MOHELI,

ECUADOR,

Gah0011, Martinique, 4 Firilind, Turkey. Senegnifibia

and

Niger,

Senegal,

Colombia, Reunions

C:niuea

Argentina, Cuba pictorial, Transvaal. New Caledonia.,
Alexandria, Indo-China, Mexico, oblong Gml,JelouPe
view, set of 9 Roumania, Re., only 4d. Post free.
OUR NEW 72 -page LIST, illustrated with over 200

PRIVATE.
E.::change Hobbies Quarter -plate Hand Camera, holds 12

plates, for air gun or garden rifte.-W. Beck, Pendill
Court Farm, Blitchingley, Surrey:
For Sale, gent's cycle in good condition, £2 15s. ; also
cornet, 8s. 6d-C. Walters, 60, Droop Street, Queen's
Park, London, W.
For Sale, Hobbies 23s. 6d. Al machine, with specially

fitted Is. 6d. handle attachment, take 15s. ; also four ls.
and four 2s. corner cramps, for 9s. ; or 22s. the lot used
twice.-Nock, 262, High Street, Stirchley, Birmingham.
Tor disposal, printing press and type, electric battery and
coil, Sandow's developer, Sandow's spring dumbbells, 2
sets of boxing gloves, 20 copies of Sandow's and other
strength mags. ; will exchange for old postage stamps or
cash, all or part.-Johnson, 90, Cranworth Street,
;

till -size blocks of Stamps, is sent free on aPolicar,m It eemmes
t hone/Lode of bargains in sets, packets, albums. Ac.

Ernest Wood & Co 1

CHORLTON-CUM}TAROT,

Manchester.

Edinburgh & Midlothian Eleventh Yearly Home -Workers'

COMPETITIVE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION,
The Largest Annual Competition of Home Industry
in the World.
Wavorley Market, Edinburgh, Oct. 17, 18, 19, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, and 26, 1907,

C. -on -M., Manchester.

i -Plate Underwood's field stand Camera, dark slides,
Thornton Pickard shutter, excellent condition, cost
His. Offers ?-Preater, 14, Quarry Road, Swindon.

Wanted, 5,000 Competitors for the above. Over £400 in
Prizes and Specials for Home Work of Every Description.

PRINCIPAL PRIZE. - Ladies' Needlework Section.
Handsome Piano, value Ill Guineas.

STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS.
.Free, rare Mint set of German Officials, Approval sheets,
50 per cent. discount. Collections wanted. - London
Philatelic Co., 69, Hatton Garden, E.C.

23 Australian 6d., 50 different foreign free to all.-Harvey, 188, Halley Road, Forest Gate, London.

GIVEN AWAY FREE r Our 6* zoo.
logical" Parcel of stamps, &c.,
which includes the Handsome Waist.

coat
Pocket Stamp Case (o) per
illustration). A Packet of 115 Genii' Colonial

and Foreign Stamps, including Mexico (eagle),
Guatemala (Bird). Victoria, Japan, Egypt.
Venezuela Se unused, Set of :3 Canada, Set of 4 Ind.a, Set of
U.S.A.. Ac.. he. A racket of the celebrated " Superb" Stamp
Mounts and a Perforation Gauge. Sent to any Collector on
receipt of 3 penny stamps (abroad a 15d. stamp) to cover cost of

postage, packing Cc, Collections Bought. Best Prices
Isaid.-HENRY ABEL A CO., WALSALL.

1,2(10 Prizes and Specials will be given for all kinds of
1.setur and Ornamental Work.
FINE ART SECTION.-Oil Paintings, Water Colours.

CrystoleilM Paintings, Crayon' Dr3Avings, etc.
MECHANICAL SECTION.-Model Engines,ShipsNachts,
etc., New Mechanical Inventions.
TRADE CLASSES.-Open to all 'Home -Workers r':siding
at any distance;- also Special Classes for those who
have taken City Guild Courses in Carpentry, Joiner
Work, or Manual Training Work.
LADIES' AMATEUR SECTION.-Quilts, Counterpanes;
Shawls, Cushions, Tablecovers, and all Fancy Work.
BEEHIVE WOOL COMPETITION. -20 ClasseS and 60
Money Prizes.
SCONE -BARING COMPETITION.-Open to all Amateur
Ilome. Bakers.
HONEY, DRESSED POULTRY, BUTTER AND EGG
CLASSES,

FANCY BREAD, CAKES, Etc., SECTION-Open to

Trade and also Home Work. Handsome Prizes.
SCHOOL SECTION.-Penmanship, Maps, Drawings,Wool
Work, Needle Work, Maypole Dancing Competitions.
HANDSOME MEDAL to be Awarded for the Best Piece
of Mechanism in the Show. Previous Winners debarrel.

TIMEPIECE and GOLD BANGLE presented by the
D.C.L. Yeast Company for Amateur Bread Baking,

T1ir, 'PICTORIAL' PACKET.

20 Splendid Stamps, in.dud.ng Guadeloupe (oblong), French

Guiana (anteater). French Guinea (native', Nyo.ssaland (giraff), Costa
Rica, Jamaic., E.,yot (salt 'as, ,2 New 'Zealand, New Caledonia (bird),
c. Paraguay 1903, 3 U.S.A. (ircnclads , Orange River Colony (antelopes), Pune° n Live), a China (dragons), U.8 A., Columbus nod Cuba
dPalm Tree). 501. post
C. WATKINS, Mait.

-.lands," Granville Read, Sarnet.
CIL

Special Engagement. - By kind permission of Col.- Com. and
Officers, the Band of the Grenadier Gnard.s, under the direction of
A. Williams, Du., Mus.D., will Perform twice daily.
For full par Gculars and Prospectus, price Twopence, omit flee,
apply to-A. T. HUTCHINSON , Secretary, 15, Leith St., Edinburgh.
niche& interests everybody. If coo rant find a cher for your
Work we will mane one. ALL ENTRIE, CLOSE OCTOBER 3rd.
Telegrams;-"Original, Edinburgh.
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Weekly Presentation Design.
HUNGARIAN PHOTOGRAPH FRAME.
With Circular Opening.

and care in the work of cutting. The overlay
requires special attention, and the whole pattern
Frame can be made from this design. is one on which it is worth while to spend some

IELTHOUGH apparently simple and plain
in general form, a beautiful Photograph

The style is of an Eastern European time. As only wood of three -sixteenths inch

type, not often seen in this country, but which
meets

with

gre at

thickness is required, with one -sixteenth inch
pieces for the overlays,

two Frames may be

favour in the farther

done at one cutting.
There is practically

parts of the Continent
w h e r e ornamental
wood structures are a
special feature.

no fitting up to encounter.

lay rim is glued on in
front. The photograph
may be fixed in the
usual Way.

guide them to appreciate what is artistic,

The Homes Presenta-

tion Designs are not given
away with back numbers.
Additional copies may be

not necessarily common. The
although

had from the publishers,

of a

price threepence each.

FRETWOOD.- Parcels of

back, about fourteen
inches long and nine
inches wide, an overlay photograph rim,
and

two

Fretwood for making Two
complete Photograph
consisting of
Frames,
Figured Oak for the backs,

6:c., and White Holly for
the Overlay Rims, may be

projecting

arms which can only
be dimly indicated on
the front view minia-

had for 1/9, or post free
for 2/2 per double parcel.

CLEAR CIROVLAR FRAM-

ING GLASSES (5806) may

ture we show. These

be had for 2d. per pair, or
post free for 4d. per pair.

side arms, which are
pure 1 y decorative,

All orders by post should
be addressed : - HOBBIES
'UNITED, 12, Paternoster
Square, London, E.C.

greatly help the appearance of the finished
work.
The

skilled

the Frame
made. It may
be

Goods may also be had
at the Hobbies Supply
Stores :London :-166, Aldersgate

fret -

worker will notice at
once that, only by the
exercise of care, can
well

not

side

the back, and the over-

or walnut would make
a most acceptable gift
to anyone whose tastes

article consists

The

arms are tenoned to

The Frame is for
hanging on the wall,
and a pair cut in oak

No. 616. --HUNGARIAN PHOTOGRAPH FRAME.

Size, 14} ins, by 3i ins.

exactly be what one
calls a severe design, but even a first glance will
show that there are numerous straight lines,
rectangular corners, geometric curves and a

general symmetry of form which mean patience

Street, B.C.
Bishopsgate

153,

Street Without,
E.C.

Walworth
Road, S.E.
Glasgow :-326 and 328, Argyle Street.
Manchester :-198, Deansgate.
Birmingham :-2, Old Square.
Leeds: -21 and 22, Vicar Lane
And at Hobbies Authorised Agents.
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LIFE STORIES OF
FAMOUS ARTISTS.

I.-SIR LAURENCE ALMA-TADEMA.
HERE are, doubtless, many readers of naturalised Englishman. His father,
this paper who make a hobby of painting

Pieter
Tadema, was a prominent lawyer in the village

some account of the many famous artists,
who, starting their careers as amateurs, ultimately

when quite young, left a large family, including

or drawing, and for them particularly

devoted themselves entirely to art and thereby
won their way to the very front rank of their
profession, must have numerous points of interest.

It will, however, not be out of place in the
first of this series of articles if some note of
warning be given to those of our readers who
contemplate an artistic career as a means of

obtaining a livelihood.
In these days of strenuous competition, one
expects to be told that most professions are

overcrowded, and, as regards art, this is undoubtedly the case. During the last few years
the numerous art sch4ols have contributed so
many budding artists, both male and female,
to swell the already immense numbers who use

of Dronryp, near Leeuwarden, and he, dying

Laurence, who was only four years of age at
the time, to be brought up entirely under the
supervision of the mother. The means at her

disposal were comparatively small and the widow
had, consequently, to face a situation which it is

abundantly clear was fraught with innumerable
difficulties and hardships for many years. Sir
Laurence has always been known to speak of
his mother with a feeling of much veneration,
and, indeed, she was a woman of rare strength
of character and fully capable of dealing with

the many problems which she had to solve.
Sir Laurence would be the first to admit that

her early training and example have had much
to do with the sterling qualities of perseverance
and heart -whole enthusiasm for his work that he

the brush or the pencil, that for all of them to undoubtedly possesses.

find work to do, and that in sufficient quantities
to earn a living, has now become practically an
impossibility. Thus, as it follows that only those
gifted with exceptional ability can hope to

succeed, the would-be artist of only average

talent would be well advised to seek some more
promising walk in life. It is, of course, difficult
to form a just opinion of one's own work and it
is natural to conclude that there are many of our

"THE BOY IS FATHER OF THE MAN."

A casual study of the lives of eminent painters
will reveal the fact that in nine cases out of ten
a desire to draw or paint was one of the earliest

ambitions of childhood, and in a very marked
degree this was so in the case of young Alma-

Tadema. When little anore than a baby,

a

readers who are quite undecided as to what

pencil and paper usurped the place of the childish
toys usually associated with the days of infancy,

endeavour to become artists. Whenever possible,
it is best for them to seek expert advice.

said that at the tender age of five years, he

their chances of success would be should they and, indeed, drawing seemed to come quite
naturally. to him. From the first, in fact, it is

What we have written above will, perhaps,

corrected an error in his own drawing master's

strike our readers as a somewhat gloomy outlook design. In spite of this display of early talent,
as to the prospects of a successful art career, but his mother not unnaturally desired that Laurence,
they may be assured that there is much solid who was her favourite son, should follow in his

truth contained in these few words. On the
other hand, there is much consolation in the
fact that here, as in all other professions, there
is always room at the top, and that hard study,
energy, and a determination to succeed go a

father's footsteps and become a lawyer, par-

to return to the subject we have in hand, what
better example could be instanced than the

might well be imagined

ticularly as art, in those days, was not considered
to be either a desirable or a profitable profession.

Thus it was that the boy entered the public
school at Leeuwarden and began his legal studies.

With his future career apparently settled, it
that Alma-Tadema
would give no further thought to art, but this
career or one of the best known artists of the day, was by no means the case, for, though he perand one whose reputation is world wide-Sir severed with his legal studies as in duty bound
Laurence Alma-Tadema ? There are, it is safe his chief recreation was drawing. And to such
to say, few artists whose work is more popular an extent did his passion for art take hold of
alike with the public and his brothers of the him that day after day, in the early hours of
brush than that of this brilliant Royal Acade- the morning, he would rise from his bed and
mician, and yet he started life with the idea of devote himself heart and soul to the pencil and
the brush, until it was time for him to resume,
becoming a lawyer.
long way towards the making of an artist.

SIR LAURENCE ALMA-TADENA

And,

his dry -as -dust, and, it must be added, distasteful
legal work. Alma-Tadema, at this time, had

is a Dutchman by birth, although he is now a no art master to guide him, yet such was his
414
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What better example
is it possible to give our readers as a model than

natural ability that a portrait painted by him

take him years to complete.

in a local art gallery.

the subject of, this article ; hard study, hard

Alma Tadema still devoted as much time as
he could possibly spare to art. As was only
natural, under the circumstances, the double

assured as anything may be in this world of

of his sister was considered worthy of exhibition

Time went on and the embyro lawyer's studies
became more and more exacting, and notwithstanding the added strain upon his constitution,

effort at last undermined the health of the young

student, and this to such an extent ,that the

doctors declared that he had not many months
to live. It was therefore decided that his legal
studies should be abandoned and that for the
short time he had before him, he should be free
to give himself up entirely to his beloved art.
Accordingly he entered the Academy of Art at
Antwerp under Wappers and De Keyser, and to
the great astonishment of his doctor and his
family, the relief afforded by the removal of the
double strain resulted in his taking a new lease

of life and being rapidly restored to robust health,
which, happily, he has retained up to the present
day. While at the Antwerp Art School, his
energy and industry soon won for him the golden
opinions of his teachers and finally it was admitted

by his family, albeit with some reluctance and
misgiving, that his talent justified his becoming
an artist. His subsequent career may be summarised in a few words. In 1953 he left the

work, an absolute determination to overcome all
obstacles, with the saving clause of ability, have
been the determining factors in his career, and,
given these qualities, ultimate success is as
uncertainty, and therein may be much encouragment to those of our readers whose ambition it is
to become artists. It is, however, impossible to
hope for any measure of success without a pre-

liminary groundwork of years of hard study,
and for this purpose it is absolutely essential
that the would-be artist should enter a really
good Art School.

Beech Nut Cups and Acorn Cups.

Pretty little odds and ends are to be made

out of a collection of beech nut cups and acorn
cups such as may be picked up in the woods on
almost any day. If they can be had with two
or three on one stein so much the better, but if
this is not possible they are not to be despised
for

being single.

The cups must first

be

thoroughly cleaned and allowed to dry. The
worker has then to decide whether she will leave
them in their natural colour or whether she will
paint them in any way. It, is a good plan to

Antwerp Academy and became a pupil of Hendrik

colour them according to nature, merely washing

of Clovis," which he sold for £65.
Alma'-Tadema experienced his first great grief
in 1863, for in that year his mother died. His

Some people prefer to stain them and to tip them
with gold or bronze. When thus treated they,
of course, lose a great deal of their natural appear-

over with enamel and letting it dry before
Leys, a famous Belgian historical painter, and them
under his tuition he laid the foundation of his proceeding with the work. Another plan is to
fame by painting " The Education of the Children varnish them without using any colour at all.
first wife was a French lady, who died in 1869, ance, but this is of no consequence considering
purpose for which they are required.
and in the same year he came to London, where theTne
may be utilised as tiny cushions for
he has resided ever since. His first contribution pins, if cups
liked. All that is necessary for the making
to the Royal Academy was made in 1869, when
of
these
is
to
tie up a little bran, or emery powder,
he exhibited " The Pyrrhic Dance," and every
year since that date the walls of Burlington House in a scrap of silk or satin and to glue the cushion
have been enriched by an example from his thus made firmly into the cup. The cups look
masterly brush. In 1871 he married, as his very pretty when several are tied with coloured
second wife, Laura Theresa Epps, an art student, ribbon on to a wire stem or on to one provided
who is to -day a distinguished lady artist. In by a slender, irregular twig.
Scent sachets may be made in much the same
1876 he was elected an Associate of the Royal
Academy, having three years previously become fashion to imitate rose -buds: In such a case it is
a British citizen by naturalisation. Elected advisable to paint the cups green and to cover
Royal Academician in 1879, his genius received a ball of wadding well sprinkled with scent further and well -merited. recognition in 1899 powder with satin or silk. If these rose -buds
when he was accorded the honour of knighthood are mounted with a few leaves we get a charming
and became Sir Laurence Alma-Tadema. He and uncommon -looking little sachet that is sure
has produced a; long list of masterpieces, chiefly to give pleasure to others besides the maker.
classic scenes of ancient Greece, which are now The scent powder must be very powerful as to its
to be found in all parts of the world ; many of odour as it has to penetrate the wadding as well
them are doubtless well-known to our readers, as the silk. It is not a bad plan to omit the
none, perhaps, more so than " An Earthly Para- wadding altogether, especially when the -cover

dise," a charming picture of a young mother is of such a thick and close material as satin.
bending devotedly over a couch on which reposes Needless to say, the rosebuds are to be made with
the dimpled figure of an infant. Other celebrated the beech -nut husks, not with the acorn cups.
works of his are " Unconscious Rivals," " At the
Shrine of Venus," " The Proposal," " Sappho,"
Spring," and " A Reading from Home," while

still fresh in our memory is his " The Finding

of Moses," which attracted so much attention at
the Academy in 1905, and which, by the way,

Acorn cups can be converted with very little
trouble into sheaths for knitting needles. They
need nothing more than painting, or varnishing,
or gilding, and Should then be united with a band
of narrow elastic. Each end of the elastic should

be secured to the edge of one of the cups and

was purchased by Sir John Aird for £14,000.

these should be set at such a distance apart

every day and it may be said, all day long.
Painstaking to a degree, many of his pictures

ribbon can be attached to each cup.

Seventy years of genuine hard work have resulted
in a noble total of well over three hundred paintings, and even now Sir Alma-Tadema works hard

that they will fit over the points of the needles
without any undue stretching and yet tightly
enough to prevent them from falling off at the
slightest provocation. -Small bows of coloured
415

LEAVES FROM A NATURALIST'S
NOTE BOOK.

HOW BIRDS LEARN TO SING.
BY THE REV. THEODORE WOOD, F.E.S.
OW do young birds learn to sing ?
on a heathery slope on Hindhead, in the Surrey
Three replies to this question seem to hills, enjoying the sunshine, the bees, and the
` be possible. The first is that their pleasant rustle of nature. To the right, some
song conies to them simply by inheri- twenty yards distant, there sloped a belt of young
tance ; the second, that it is taught to them by larch and fir, and to the left various -sized thorns
their parents ;and the third, that it is impressed and gorse -bushes. From one of these last-menupon their receptive memories while they remain tioned low bushes a yellow -hammer began to pipe
in the nest, and is reproduced in later life by a forth his sad little song. This continued for ten
mere act of recollection. None of these explana- minutes or more, the bird evidently not moving
tions, however, is sufficient to cover the whole of from his perch. Then, from the belt of firs at the
the ground. Number one is undoubtedly exem- other side of me, came forth the sweetest little

plified in the case of the cuckoo.

The mother

cuckoo lays her eggs in the nests of a great variety

trembling imitation of the first part of the older
bird's song, the two end notes, and sometimes

opportunities of hearing the song of their foster parents. or of being taught to sing by them. Yet
they invariably adhere-or at any rate the males

as far as A -little -bit -of -bread -and -but--' and
stopping there. After a little, a second youngster

are unable to utter it till the period of courtship

then paused, when one of the young pupils would
again try the strain. The interest warmed, as by

of other birds, and her young have manifold more, being left out, and the beginner only getting
do-to their own distinctive call, though they

begins, nearly twelve months later. This is
undoubtedly a question of inheritance. And

Mr. Hudson tells us, in his " Naturalist in La
Plata," that a young specimen of Rhynchotus

cens, which was taken from the nest when just
breaking the egg -shell and reared artificially,
learned nevertheless to render its characteristic
song before it was fledged. In this case it could
only have heard the parental strains while it still
remained in the egg ; and there is a good deal of
difficulty in believing that under such circumstances the undeveloped little creature could

note and remember the song so perfectly as
afterwards to reproduce it without a mistake.

But then, on the other hand, it is a well-known

took it up, and in his turn began in quavering
tones to imitate the adult bird, who sang and
degrees the uncertain little notes grew steadier,
and then at last `'ter -please' was added by one.
To the very end of the lesson, however, the other

little scholar failed to get the "ter ' properly,
generally leaving it out and skipping over to
' please." One very 'curious thing about the
lesson was the extreme politeness amongst the
birds. If any two of the three happened to
commence together, one immediately stopped and

allowed the other to continue. I could find no
distinct code of precedence about it ; it seemed to
be a natural courtesy in each. Sometimes it was

the adult bird that stopped, and at other times
the younger ; and only once did it occur that both

fact-the Hon. Haines Barrington, a corres- stopped simultaneously. This continued for
pondent of White of Selborne, called attention fully an hour, and at' last I left the two young
to it more than a century ago-that linnets, if ones practising by themselves, one having entirely
brought up under the care of skylarks, woodlarks, and titlarks, invariably learned the song
of the foster -parent instead of their own. And

accomplished the full cadence, and the other still

it is that their feathered pupils should hear only
the particular song which they are required to
reproduce. In these cases the young birds
undoubtedly learn by imitation. And Mr. Hudson tells us again that the cock and hen of the
South American oven -bird sing a curious kind of
duet together, and that the young, while still in
the nest. may frequently be heard practising it
during the absence of the parents. This seems

question which I placed at the head of this

all trainers of song -birds know how indispensable

to point to explanation number three. But I

have a very interesting record of a case in which
two

young

yellow -hammers

were

obviously

receiving a singing lesson from an older bird,
presumably the father. " On a very hot August

day," writes my correspondent, " I was stretched
416

occasionally leaving out the last note but one
of its sweet and still tremulous baby -song."

So it would seem that all three replies to the

article are correct. Young -birds learn their
songs in three distinct ways, some by inheritance,
some by imitation, and some by direct instruction
on the part of the parents. Young' birds first
begin to sing, as a rule, in September. After the
great August silence their voices are generally the
first to be heard. Perhaps some of my readers

may be fortunate enough, during the coming
autumn, to hear some of the youngsters practising, or receiving tuition from their parents. The
subject is a little known as well as a very interesting one, and affords plenty of scope for original
observation.
Another question which I should much like to

HOBBIES.
have answered is this. What is the bird, beast,
or insect which devours the abdomen of the hand-

some chafer Anomala Frischi, and leaves the

mutilated insect still alive ? Some years ago, on
the sandhills of the Norfolk coast, this chafer was
very abundant, and I found specimen after
specimen which had been " divided," like
McPhairson Clongclocketty Anghs McClan, close
to the waist, but yet retained sufficient vitality to
crawl about quite actively. The only birds to be
seen were lapwings, which never seemed to settle,
,however, except on the marsh -land below ; sandpipers, which confined themselves pretty well to

It contains the garters of many notables, among
others a pair of garters worn by the famous Neil
Gwynne. They are of sheepskin ornamented
with red and gold roses, the clasps being of gold.
Another pair of garters in the famous collection
made of pale red silk, the buckles of silver, were
once the property of Mary Stuart.

---

Old silver spoons continue to sell for high prices.

A William and Mary rat-tail spoon with notched

top handle was sold for £20 ; and another, a
seal top for £12, quite recently. Indeed, old
silver has been selling for very much higher

the edge of the water, fifty yards away ; and a prices during the present season than in any other
wagtail or two. There were gulls, of course, but recorded. A small saucepan,, in the collection
these were occupied with other matters ; and of Viscount Falkland, sold at 24s. per oz., but
bats could not have been the culprits, inasmuch in the same sale a porringer of the time of William
as this particular chafer is diurnal.
It seems strange that a beetle should be able to

III., realised 140s. per oz.

But it takes a great deal to kill an
insect, probably because the nervous system is
broken up into a chain of ganglia, instead of being
centralised in a single brain. The consequence is
that two or three or even more of these ganglia
may be completely destroyed, while the remainder still retain sufficient nerve -force for the dis-

1713, he took away a quantity of official silverperquisites which it was then decided he had a
right to retain. Most of these pieces made by
Louis Metlayer, weighing in all about 235 ounces,
was sold under the hammer a week or two ago,
realising on an average 80s. per ounce. Ten
years ago similar silver of the same date fetched
278. per ounce, showing the advance in the value
of old silver plate of that period.

sustain such an injury as this without immediately dying.

charge of the vital functions. I have known
a moth, far instance, to live for two entire days
without a head, and to be able to flutter about
with some activity on the third day. And I
have seen a wood -leopard moth walking about

When Speaker Hammer resigned

office

in

The high prices realised for genuine prints

after it had been first chloroformed and then

after Morland, such as the beautiful mezzotints,

been removed, and replaced with cotton wool.
And an entomological pin, moreover, had been

produce modern copies which, although obvious
forgeries to the practised eye, are very misleading
to the amateur. Collectors must be very wary,

stuffed, the entire contents of the abdomen having
passed through the thorax, bearing about the same
proportion to the insect as a good stout walking -

by William Ward, have induced the forger to

for quite a number of these reproductions are
about. Still there is hope for those who are on
the look -out for bargains, for every now and
a genuine old colour print is found worth
in two while drinking syrup it will go on drinking then
£100 or more, the possessors of which will often
stick would to a human being of average size !
Everybody knows, too, that if a wasp is snipped
syrup, and will obviously enjoy its meal quite as
much as before ! In fact, its powers of enjoy-

gladly part with it for a few shillings.

mutilation, since its appetite is no longer limited
by considerations of abdominal capacity.

Many people own quaint statuettes made
of lead-indeed, some really beautifully -moulded

ment seem to be absolutely increased by the

figures are met with in old gardens where they

Collectors and Collecting.
Tux sale of a collection of old cockspurs at

Sotheby's, a few days ago, recalled the old sport of
cock -fighting. Eighteen pairs of spurs with blades
measuring from 1/ in. to 21 in., made by famous
amourers, realised £26. Many years ago it was

quite a common practice to collect cockspurs,

some of which were beautifully wrought in silver
and tipped with steel. Cock fighting was quite

common in England as far back as the reign of
Edward III. It became a royal pastime, and
Henry VIII. had a cock -pit built at Whitehall,
which James I. is said to have visited at least
two or three times a week. In course of time

it was recognised that the sport was a very
cruel one and during the reign of Queen Victoria
an Act of Parliament was passed making cockfighting illegal.

Many curious collections have been made at

different times, but among those which have been

brought under the hammer, possibly the collection of garters which is to be offered in a London
auction room, is likely to create the most interest
and amusement of any of such old collections.

have weathered the storms of two or three
centuries. These articles are not valued very.
highly, yet one only 25 inches high sold at
Christie's last week for seventy-two guineas,

Why this lot with no special pedigree realised
so much it is difficult to say,.

An Achaian peasant has been the fortunate

discoverer of an ancient gold ring of the Myeaeien

period, with a gold chain on which fourteen
figures of remarkably fine workmanship were
carved. It has been taken possession of by the
authorities, and will doubtless find its way into
the Museum at Athens.

Three pre -historic clay urns containing human
bones

have just been discovered under the

stone flags near Ballywilliam.

Now and then old musical instruments are

many of them realising several
hundred pounds. A genuine " Strad " has just
been found by a Smithfield clothier, who secure d

discovered,

it for a few pounds. it is expected to realise
quite a large amount.
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CYCLE CARNIVALS.
1r r
HINTS ON DECORATIONS.
RUGUST is usually the favourite month the machine, each arm projecting two feet from
for cycling carnivals, and, from the fact the frame. The cross bars can be made by taking

that the proceeds of such displays are two pieces of inch by inch wood, four feet in
devoted to charities, it behoves wheel - length, for each bar. These pieces can be placed

men to take every opportunity of personally one on either side of the top bar, and, by being
assisting. We therefore give some hints that lashed tightly at the extremities, jam themwill be of service to those who intend entering selves into position. Care must be taken that
for their first cycling carnival.
they do not obstruct either the steering or the
Many cyclists enter simply for the fun of the rider's legs. The lower front tube can be fitted

thing and also to make use of an opportunity with but one cross bar, as the rider's legs prevent
of sporting a fancy dress in the open air ; others another. To prevent the bars slippino' round,
go in more seriously with the object of gaining they can be " guyed " to the frame by stout
The outline of the hull can be obtained
by two pieces of inch by inch wood, each not
In this case careful consideration is absolutely less than seven feet in length. They are attached
necessary, for the role to be adopted must be to the ends of the two top bars and their ends
one -of the prizes usually offered by the promoters string.

of the carnival.
striking and
novel,

lashed firmly
together. The
hull " plat-

while

the joint

r--

effect of the

cycle and

rider must be
equally prize -

worthy. It is

.

I

.

I

I

ing " is then

!:

tacked

.;$0

1

useless to

have an ex-

on

the other

ELEVATION, SHOWING POSITION OF CYCLE FRAME & DETAILS.

hand, a taste-

fully decorated cycle has

its effect

Cowboys,

clowns, Ally
Slopers, and
"common ob-

and the affair
decorated to
taste.
The

rider, attired
in sailor's or

-----WOODEN

naval officer's

CROWBARS

costume, can

steer his
craft with

hopelessly

marred by the
want of a
suitably. attired
rider.

of cardboard,
stout canvas,

are added,

decora-

tion of one's
mount ;

made of strips

or even of
tin. Masts
and funnel

pensive dress
and neglect

the

on.

This can be

r-u___A_ _L____

PLAN.
ADAPTING A CYCLE FOR CARNIVAL PURPOSES.

jects " of this kind add materially to the display-but they are far too numerous to appeal

ease, though
mounting is
an awkward

job, as it

necessitate s

climbing
under the

" hull."
Similarly

a

submarine can be consLucted,

to the judge's eye. Cycles simply decorated with the rider being entirely hidden under the huge
coloured paper, yet still giving visible evidence conning tower. When the judging takes place
that they are cycles, stand very little chance of the rider, of course, dismounts ; and should he

so one can readily see that one's
mount, disguised so as to practically lose all
appearance of a cycle, ridden by its owner in a
tasteful, yet novel costume, has more than a
sporting chance of " scooping the pool."
Now as Jack Tar is ever popular, anything
relating to a seaman's life is pretty sure to earn
a good reception. By a very little trouble
a prize,

be rigged out as a diver (with tinfoil helmet,
dummy lead weights, electric lamp, air -tube,
lifeline and all complete) his chances of being
successful are great!
Tandem crews'will find the ship idea especially
suitable.

With a little skill a cycle can be disguised
as an animal, and then one's possibilities are
and ingenuity one's cycle can be converted into unbounded ! For instance, a war-horse, with
a ship. The chief difficulty is attaching the hull. trappings, is easily made, the difficult portions
This is best done by making two cross bars to of the animal's face being conveniently hidden
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Cardboard, paste silver paper
and the use of a pair of scissors will work wonders,
and there is no reason why one should not appear

with armour.

in the carnival as a knight in, full armour.
Several members of a club could readily make

up a tableaux, and lady riders could put the

finishing touch to a really fine show.
As regards costumes, they can be made at but
a small outlay. Sateen is good enough, while
gold and silver braid is but a few pence a yard.
Wigs and beards, if sufficiently good in quality
to bear the light of day, cost a fairly large sum,

but most theatrical costumiers let these out on

hire.

Racing Pigeons.

pigeons, as they are likely to make the best old bird racers for this reason. Being bred late, they
hold their feathers longer and are consequently
easier to condition when preparing them for the
long races two seasons later. An easy training of
fifty miles will be quite sufficient to teach them
what they will be required to do, and they can
then be allowed to rest until next season. The
old birds moult must now receive attention, and

the birds intended for the long races next year
should be allowed to rear another nest. A
peculiarity about the moult is that although early

breeding and feeding start the moult, rearing
a youngster later in the year helps to retard

it, and by keeping the moult back now. the birds
will naturally start later next year. Those birds

intended for the earlier shows should now be

separated or the nest boxes closed, and breeding
stopped. All breeding should cease in September
YOUNG BIRD RACES AND NOTES ON and the birds should be separated if possible.
THE MOULT.
The moult seems to progress more rapidly and
easily when the sexes are apart, but if the loft is
HE young bird races are now proceeding
and the birds engaged must be receiving divided by partition we strongly recommend
the fanciers' utmost attention. The these to be of upright lath -work, and not of wire
successful fanciers are trying their netting, as the birds fly on to the netting and
hardest to keep up their good form and the others damage their tail feathers to a considerable
must put on their considering caps and try to extent. They should be allowed to bath twice a
find out the reason of their non-success. The week, and a little sound linseed may with advandirection of the wind, the position of the loft and tage be added to the daily ration of canary seed,
seconds lost in catching often make the difference as the oil is of great assistance in growing the new
between the first and twenty-first positions, and feathers. A little green food should also be given
are all matters to be taken into consideration once a week. Do not handle the birds when,
when asking yourself the question, " Did my birds rough in moult. In fact, the less the birds are
do their best ? " If not, then do your best to handled at any time, the better they will look and
find out the reason, and remedy it if possible. the happier they will be. It is not necessary to
Some strains do not shine as youngsters, but keep on handling birds to see if they are going on
show much better form as old birds ; others again alright. A practical fancier can tell with almost
are very fast as youngsters and yearlings, but fail half a glance if any of his birds are out of sorts.
to do good work afterwards. The birds should The first indications of something wrong are
be exercised three times a day, morning, noon usually loss of appetite and a dirty, greasy looking
and night, and should fly at least twenty minutes wattle. Experience only can teach the fancier
each time. The earlier they are turned out the what may be the particular trouble. Expert
better, as they fly with more vigour and vim in advice on the ailments of pigeons is given in all
the early morning than at any other time in the the fancy papers and experienced fanciers are

Keep them on short rations and always usually only too pleased to give any earnest
feed them in immediately they drop. Quick enquirer the benefits of their own experience.
day.

trapping then becomes a habit. It is apparently
immaterial what particular kind of food is used.
Some fanciers use only maple peas, others tic
beans, some both peas and beans, and others a
mixture of peas, beans, maize, dari and tares, but

However prevention is better than cure, and if the

loft is cleaned out regularly, fresh water given
twice daily, and the birds fed on good food and

given good grit, you are not likely to be troubled
with illness of any description.

whichever is used, have the best you can buy.

The best is decidedly the cheapest. We ourselves
use half maple peas and half tic beans with the
addition of a little canary seed at mid -day. The
moult should be carefully watched, as some birds
will probably be nearly bare on the head, neck and
shoulders, ankl birds in this state should not be
handled or n t to race points. They will do

better work if jumped to the next stage than if
sent away in this condition. Should any birds
return knocked up, let them take it easy for the
next few days, and you will be surprised at the
form they will show later on, after having been
given a chance to pull round. The best -looking
and best -bred youngsters should be stopped after

they have flown 100 miles, a distance quite

sufficient to test them for working purposes and
which will also enable them to compete in the
show pen for the valuable prizes given for trained
young 1.'rds. The second batch of youngsters

should now be in training,and if the fancier wishes

to win fame and prizes in long distance old bird
races he will take great care of these later -bred

A PROCESS has been discovered by which sails of

vessels of all kinds can be made out of paper pulp,

and it is claimed that they serve quite as well as
canvas, and are very much cheaper. They swell

and flap in the wind like the genuine old-fashioned
article, and are supposed to be untearable.
INVESTIGATION of fuels by the United States

Geological Survey has shown that a ton of bituminious coal is capable of producing two and a
half times as many heat units when producer -gas
is made from the coal as when it is burned in the
usual way in the fire box of a boiler.
SELLING BURRE'S ESTATE-There has been

a great demand for Burke's historic estate at
Beaconsfield, and the greater part of the first
portion, advertised for sale, has been sold by

private treaty. It formed part of the estate which
Burke bought for £22,000.
FULLY 100,000 inhabitants of London are
night -workers.
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XV.-DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIAL TREATMENT OF ENLARGEMENTS.
HE

development

enlargements

is

it is a good plan to pour off the developer into the

between development and fixing does away with

before the fixing bath could be poured on to it the

should not be used more than five days or a week
after mixing. With this developer the process

excessive contrasts, the detail being plainly
discernible all over the picture. It must be

of

conducted in practically the same way cup and watch the print, now flat at the bottom
as that of ordinary prints on bromide of the dish and saturated with developer, while it
paper, except that their large size gains strength. As soon as the requisite strength
renders it somewhat more difficult to deal is reached, the fixing bath, which should have
with them. The developer used may be any been previously prepared and be ready in a bottle
that the operator finds give good results with -is poured on ; thus no time is lost in stopping
bromide paper of the make he usually employs- 'the action of the developer at the right moment,
either metol-quinol, rodinal, or amidol, &c. whereas, if the developer were left on till the last
This latter gives probably less trouble than any moment, and then poured off, the action might
other, as the fact that it requires no washing go on too far while the pouring was done, and

a great deal of trouble that otherwise besets picture might be irretrievably spoilt by overthe path of the Manipulator. The formula for development.
this developer has already been given in the
The negatives that give the best enlargements,
article on bromide paper in Number 608 (page which need least trouble in development, are
230), it is easily made and fairly cheap, but it those which have fairly strong images, but without
is very simple. It should be poured into the

is thoroughly soaked all over, or air -bubbles may
result. If the enlargement is of some size-say

remembered that
is too dense, and thus gives a little white spot on
the small print, will make a distinct blemish on a
picture 20 by 16 inches in size.
Similarly a spot which appears insignificant
on the small print will look anything but satisfactory when magnified into a large black smudge
in the middle of the large picture. The greatest

raised two or three times and lowered again into

some small black spots are almost sure to appear

time it is inclined, the developer washes over the
whole surface of the paper. It is most interesting
to watch the picture coming out, and the worker

white spot, pin -hole, &c., appears on the negative,

ever -useful mug and kept ready at the right hand
of the worker. The paper is taken out of the

enlarging apparatus and placed in a clean dish,
film side up. It is then flooded with water, and
care should be taken that the whole of the film

12 by 10 and upwards-the paper should be difficulty of all is in enlarging skies, in which

the water, so as to wash the water all over the in the small print, and to be largely magnified in
film and leave no part untouched. Air -bubbles the enlargement, thus spoiling the cleanly appearare the great difficulty in making very large ance of the sky, which should, of course, be free
pictures, as large spots of white paper, where the from all spots. The only way to avoid these
developer has failed to act, entirely spoil the minute spots, when they are owing, &c., to pinenlargement, however good it may be in other holes on the negative, is to touch them out with
ways. When the water has been on the film paint on the negative, but this needs no little
for a minute or two it is poured off and the skill.
developer is poured on. Now comes an anxious
It may be remarked that a white spot on the
time, for the developer has to be kept travelling enlargement is better than a black one, as by
over the whole surface of the paper all the time skilful treatment with a fine pen and waterthe picture is coming out. It is essential that colour paint exactly matching the enlargement
every part of the picture should receive its full -it is quite possible to touch out Ilich spots in
share of the developer's action, or uneven develop- such a way as to escape detection,Ibut to touch
ment will, of course, result. The best way to out a black spot and make it appear white is
ensure even action is to keep the dish actively in practically impossible with any hope of the
motion from side to side, taking care that, each spotting not being observed. For this reason, if a
will feel an immense satisfaction the first time
he does it, at seeing all the details of the picture
so greatly magnified. As a rule, the picture
should be left to develop until it looks somewhat
too dark by red light, as, when it comes out into
the broad light of day it will look considerably

lighter than it does by the red lamp's light, and
it also loses somewhat in the fixing bath. When
it has been developed until almost dark enough
420

and makes an objectionable black mark on the
enlargement, a good way to remedy matters is
to spot it out carefully on the negative ; then if

it prints white on the enlargement it can be

carefully spotted out, which would have been
scarcely possible if it had been allowed to print
black on the big picture.

This is a dodge to which

the writer, has frequent resource in his own
experience.

One difficulty with respect to the making of
enlargements is the necessity for large dishes,

HOBBIES.
which are very expensive to purchase. It is,

hole cut out comes exactly in front of the white
however, not essential that these should be made dress. The negative is then fixed in the enlarging
of porcelain, tin (or, better still, zinc) dishes will camera as usual. It is now obvious that the
do quite as well, but they should be given several dress alone will print, but if the mask is allowed
coats of enamel inside before use.

Some solutions,

simply to hang down the probability is that

such as washing soda, take off the enamel very there will be a sharp line round the drew. This
quickly, but a varnish made of asphalte is sold must be avoided by slightly bending out the
which is said to be impervious to the action of acids edges of the mask round the opening and then by
keeping the mask in motion by moving it out
or alkalies.
It is not at all necessary that the dishes should from the back of the negative and letting it go
be composed even of metal-very serviceable back again. It is on such small matters as

dishes can be made in the following way :- these that complete success in making an enlargeTake a large strong cardboard box (one of those
in which milliners pack dresses, &c., will do very
well) and if too deep, cut it round so as to make a
flat tray about two inches deep and sufficiently

large to hold the size of enlarging paper to be
developed (of course, the more near it is to the
size of the paper the better, as it will hold less
developing solution). The edges and corners of
this should be strengthened by glueing strong
tape over them-preferably two layers of it.
When dry this should make the box very strong.

The tray is now to be heated in front of a fire,

and some paraffin wax melted in an old saucepan
until quite fluid. The amount of wax is difficult
to state, as it necessarily depends upon the size of
the tray, but sufficient must be melted to run all
over the surface of the tray when it is poured into
it. The tray is to be inclined in all directions
until the melted wax has permeated the cardboard,

especially at the joins. If it cannot be got to
cover the sides properly an additional quantity

can be put on by means of a hot brush. The

dish is then set aside to dry, and when the wax is
hard it should be quite solid, and impervious to
fluid. It is, of course, an additional security to

go over the interior with enamel or asphalte
varnish. These dishes, with proper care, will last

for years.
It was stated in the last article that one disadvantage of using an enlarging lantern is that the

negative cannot be got at when any modification
of treatment is required. Those who advocate
the use of lanterns will reply that the modifications
can be made by acting on the print itself, as supported on the easel, by means of shading. This

is quite true, but somehow such a proceeding
does not seem to give quite such satisfactory
results as shading the negative-for one thing it

is obviously not so easy to provide an accurately
cut mask of large size as to make one the size of
the original negative. Let us suppose that we
have to enlarge from a negative which is perfectly

good except that in the middle of it there is a

girl with a white dreds, which dress insists upon
printing as a perfectly blank space instead of the
flounces, &c., showing. What we have to do is to
bring out the details of the dress. This can be

done by local reduction, but it is a most risky
proceeding in the hands of the inexperienced,
and before attempting to do that we will try
another plan. Make a print on ordinary P.O.P.
of the whole negative and (without toning or
fixing it) stick it down to a piece of ordinary
writing paper (to make it stronger and less likely

to curl), picture side upwards of course. Put
this in the dark under a weight, and when dry
cut out the white dress as accurately as possible,
thus forming a mask. This has now to be fixed to

the back of the negative by the bottom edge

(the negative being upside down in the enlarging

ment with no flaws in it entirely depends.
The exposure of the dress will depend on its
density, but whenever it is concluded it must not

be forgotten that the rest of the picture has

received practically no exposure at all. The mask
has now, therefore, to be lifted right up out of the

way of the negative, and the whole permitted to
print, as before. Of course, the white dress

will not only receive the extra exposure, but

also be exposing while the rest of the negative is
doing so. The result should be to show all the
details of the dress without any sign of a join.
The above explanation has been given at some
length because, as a matter of fact, the blemish
of some too white spot in an otherwise properly
exposed negative is of extremely frequent occurrence, owing to the very common error of underexposure-nowadays almost all amateurs seem to
be overwhelmingly desirous of giving the shortest
possible exposure even to old houses that have
not moved for a life -time, or to remains of bygone humanity like Stonehenge, which have not

shifted an inch for centuries! It is far better
always to give a full exposure whenever this is at

possible, and there will not then be any
occasion to mask any special portion of the
all

The mask (which has not been toned
or fixed) will go the full depth of colour of the
negative.

paper when exposed to daylight, and thus become
perfectly opaque. It can remain attached to the
back of the glass and ready for use whenever that
negative is printed in future.

Now, on the other hand, if we have part of a

negative which insists on giving a perfectly black
print in the enlargement, when the rest is properly

printed we can dodge this by holding it back.
A print is to be made, as before, and the too
dark portion cut carefully round. This is fixed

in front of the too -light portion of the negative,
and thus checks the exposure. The difficulty is
that it cannot remain there during the whole of
the exposure, or nothing at all would come out.
The writer has his own special dodge for thiswhether others manage it in the sail* way or not
he does not know-it is to cut out a piece exactly
the shape of the dark portion in some thin paper
(P.O.P. is too thick) and wet it. By this means
it will adhere temporarily to the glass side of the
negative during exposure, but can be removed

easily in the middle of the exposure without

shifting the Position of the negative, a knife edge
!being inserted underneath it. If skilfully done it

can be made to give a quite satisfactory result,

but it is certainly not so easy to remedy this
fault as the one previously described.

The

expedient of the wet paper would scarcely be
possible with an enlarging lantern.
There are, certain other dodges sometimes used

in development, but as a rule it is better to

take whatever steps are necessary for its alteraapparatus) by means of a strip of sticky paper tion before the enlargement is removed from
over the edges, and in such a position that the the enlarging camera.
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FARMHOUSE CARPENTRY.
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REPAIRS TO FARM BUILDINGS.
wood, on no account use round blocks of any

will now deal with some of the more
usual repairs which are inevitably
required in connection wi,,h farm

buildings, most of which may very
well be carried out by the handy man, the tools
required being of the commonest description,
and the actual skill necessary being but little.
In many farm buildings the sides are formed
of wood, as previously described, but in too
many cases, instead of a brick foundation, as
we have invariably recommended, the posts
are fixed in the ground, and as these are liable
to decay at the ground line, not one only, but
the whole of the posts which support the building, it follows that the latter will soon show
signs that something is wrong, while if this is
not attended to at once, the whole structure
will soon be on the point of collapsing.

It is probable that some of the posts will be
decayed only partially, as A Fig. 1, and if the
sound portion is of reasonable size, and seems
solid and strong, the post may be saved for a
time, by spurring," as shown.
The spur B, should have a good solid bottom
to enter the ground, and should also spread well
out from the bottom of the original post. While
in the case of a corner post, two spurs may be
used, one on the front and one at the side. The
upper part of the spurs should fit closely to the
post, and be fixed to it ,with wrought iron nails,
or better still, with bolts. In the latter case,
the nuts and projecting ends must be kept on
the inside or under the boards, so that they will
not injure cattle or horses in any way.
In Fig. 2, we show a post which is decayed
quite through at the ground line, making any
attempt to save it by spurring an act of folly,
the only cure being to insert a new post. To
do this it i necessary to prop up the building
while the old post is removed, and the new one
placed in position, which is best done by means
of the arrangement shown in Fig. 3.

kind, neither bricks, as these will crush with the
weight.

Having lifted the building clear of the faulty

post, prepare the new one, mortising and tenoning

it as required, so as to be exactly as the old was

originally, and in removing the bottom of the
old post, make a long hole in the ground, as
dotted lines in Fig. 2.
The problem now is how to lift the new post
into the mortise in the plate. This is best done

by lapping a chain or rope round it, just clear
of the ground, and lifting it by means, of a lever
in this, blocking up under the bottom as the
post is lifted. In doing this, the post should
be made somewhat too high, as when the weight
is put on, it will surely sink a little.

The post in position, gradually lower the

building by means of the lever, taking out small
blocks only, until the new post has the weight,

when it may be rammed tightly, and made

secure.

In cases where the post is braced to the plate,

as H Fig. 2, the braces will drop, as dotted lines,

on removing the old post, and they must be
inserted in the mortises made to take them in
the new post, as the latter is lifted in position ;
they cannot be got into their place after.
Fig. 4 illustrates the consequences of a building which was improperly tied in when built,
or in which the tie has given way. The most
simple remedy is to pass a chain round the plates
as shown, and having fastened the ends as

tightly as possible, twist it up as shown, thus
shortening the chain and bringing the plate
together.
Fig. 5 shows how to connect the chain by what
is called " shooting a link." One link is passed

through another and a pin passed through it,
thus holding it effectually!

Having brought the building into its original
position, we have to keep it there; this is best
The prop C is placed under the portion of done by means of iron " dogs," screwed to the
the building to be lifted, the bottom end resting sides of the tie, and clipping the plates at each
on the plank D, which is supported at each side, as in Fig. 6. These dogs are made from
end by the blocks E. The actual lifting is two-inch by half -inch iron, twisted at the end
done by means of the lever F, Working on the as shown, and fixed by a series of coach screws
fulcrum G. As the lever raises the end of the to plate and tie ; they can be made locally by any
plank D, small blocks are inserted on those blacksmith.

shown at E, and by moving the lever alternately
Buildings will sometimes, reel sideways as
to either end of the plank, the building is raised in Fig. 7 ; this is caused through the posts
to any extent, easily and without any danger.
decaying, or not being inserted far enough into

The weight to be lifted is only regulated by the ground, or through being in an exposed
situation, where the wind could affect it from

the length of the lever. We have lifted as much
as seven tons, single-handed, but when it comes

to heavy weights such as this, careful work is
required. All blockings must- be flat, and of
422

one side only.

To remedy this fault, dig away the earth st
the side of each post, as dotted lines in Fig. 7.

HOBBIES.
and lever the building back into its position,
by the means shown. Tae strut I is notched
at the top end to fit on to the plate, and at the
bottom end rests on the plank K, which is in-

serted in the ground at such an angle that as
the strut is forced downwards by the lever L,
it pushes the building over.

The notch in the end of the strut must be
cut as in Fig. 8 ; if made as Fig. 9, it will split"
with the pressure. If the building is of any
considerable length, it may need several of these
struts to push it back, and they should be placed

opposite the ties of the building, or they may

EXPLANATION OF DRAWINGS.
FIG.
1. Post strengthened by "Spurring."
2. Post to be replaced with new.
3. Method of lifting building.
4. Method of pulling in building.
5. Chain fixed by "shooting a link."
6. Iron dog in position.

Building reeled to one side.
Strut correctly notched.
Strut incorrectly notched.
10. Insertion of new sill.
7.
S.
9.

GERMAN papers report that a new anaesthetic
juice has recently been discovered in Japan, the

spring the plate and do mischief that way. product of a plant growing in that' Empire. This

Do not push one strut only to extremes, but work anaesthetic has been called scopolamine, and is
said to be superior in its effects to all other articles
all together gradually.
To prevent a recurrence of the trouble, insert of this kind. It is administered hyperdermically
spurs to each post, spreading well out, so as to and produces a deep sleep lasting from eight to
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DRAWINGS ILLUSTRATING REPAIRS TO BUILDINGS.

act as permanent struts against the pressure nine hours. If the assertions concerning scopoof the wind, or whatever the cause of the trouble lamine are confirmed, it will certainly be used in
may be. Sometimes in a building which rests surgical operations, as it is claimed that it does
on a foundation, the sills will go rotten, and require not produce the slightest ill after-effects, which
new. To insert, these prop up the building with are always to be feared with the anaesthetics
struts -as I in Fig. 7, both inside and outside ; hitherto used.
remove the old sill, and if necessary cut off the
THE islands in Chesapeake Bay frequented by
struts, &c., till the sound wood is reached ; in fishermen and duck -hunters are so rapidly.disapany case cut off all tenons, then push the new pearing beneath the assault of the tides that in a
sill in position, and nail the studs, &c., to it few years there will be none left. A striking
from both sides. After the struts are removed, instance is Tangier Island, where the British
Fig. 10 shOws the new sill inserted, the board at fortifications of 1812 are under water.
the bottom being removed to make room for
IT is curious to note that wood -tar is prepared
this, and one board at the top, to make room just as it was in the fourth century s.c. A bank is
for the struts. In this drawing, M is the new chosen and a hole dug, into which the wood is
sill, and N the struts.
placed, covered with turf. A fire is lighted
In the next article we will deal further with underneath, and the tar slowly drips into the
barrels placed to receive it.

repairs
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HOBBIES FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
To Preserve Seaweeds.
MOST people become imbued with the desire to

preserve some of the beautiful seaweeds, that
are found on some of our British coasts. Some

few require them for the purpose of study, others

merely because they are things of beauty and
they wish to keep them as souvenirs of a happy
holiday.

Another plan is by picking up such as are case
on shore by the sea and the third is by dredging.
The best season for starting a collection of sea weeds is from the beginning of May to the end
of September, but there are certain species that
are only found in perfection in the winter. The
collector should be provided with some small tin
boxes, water -tight if possible, a good strong
walking -stick, a useful knife and a magnifying

Others like to use them as ornamental
borders for photographic views whether these
are mounted in a book, or on a series of loose glass. Needless to say the costume must be
cards. On the whole, seaweeds are perhaps weather-proof and coarse enough not to be torn
more satisfactory to preserve than are wild by jagged rocks.
flowers and ferns, for, however carefully these are

dried, they inevitably lose their colour at last
and many of them have the bad habit of falling
to pieces.

The seaweeds to be mounted should be laid

in a shallow pan of cold water and lightly stirred

Painting on Stones and Shells.
IT may so happen that our summer. holiday
takes us to a district abounding in large smooth
stones, or in large flat, handsome shells. Both

about to free them from sand and any other these are, in some places, to be had for the
trouble of stooping to pink them up. The
mattes that may not be wanted.

The paper, or card, upon which the plants are amateur artist turns her attention to most things,
to be mounted should be gently slipped under and amongst others to these stones and shells.
the weed as it floats which must be encouraged One of the former can be sunk into a block of
to spread itself out in its natural position, if polished or stained wood, about half the stone
required for utility, or in a more studied fashion
if it is to serve merely as an ornament. A

camel's hair brush is invaluable for gently stroking

out the fine filaments and some of these may be
snipped off where they grow so thickly as to spoil
the delicate appearance of the spray.

being left above the level of the surface, and thus
it becomes converted into a useful paper -weight.
If the stone is very large it may be mounted in a
similar fashion and made to do duty as a door weight. In any case, the pebble selected should

be as smooth as possible, and free from cracks

As soon as the seaweed is arranged in the or irregularities of surface. The shape also must
position needed, the paper or card should be be even and symmetrical.
placed between sheets of botanical drying paper
if possible. Failing this, blotting paper may be

used, but it is considered too absorbent to be

Over the seaweed, to prevent it from
coming into direct contact with the paper, should
be laid a piece of soft muslin, or cambric. Even
successful.

the most sticky of the specimens will not give
trouble by adhering to this. The sheets should
be placed under even but not too heavy pressure.

At first the drying -papers will need to be changed
at least twice a day, but as the moisture becomes

gradually absorbed, once a day will be enough
until the seaweeds are quite dry. The muslin or
cambric may be left in its place till it is ready to
be removed altogether. It should then be deftly
peeled off, being taken from the stem end of the
specimen upwards.
If the collector means serious business as

regards seaweeds he may obtain them in one of

three ways. The rocks may be carefully searched

as the sea recedes and, quoting a well-known

The first thing to be done is to wash the stone
well to remove every particle of sand or mud. If

tiny cracks or chips are unavoidable upon the
side that is to be painted they may be filled up
with plaster of paris and glue. This cement,
when dry, should be well rubbed down, so that
the surface becomes perfectly smooth.
The style of ornament upon the face of a pebble

of this sort generally takes the form of an oval
panel which should be coated with Chinese white,

and any good medium, such as Miss Turck's
Mirrorine or Florentine, according to whether
water colours, or oil -paints, are to be used. The

painting must be as fine and delicate as the
artist can manage to make it, and care must

be taken to let one wash of colour dry before the
next is applied.
When the painting is finished, and quite set,
a coat of copal varnish should he applied, and
when this, in its turn, is hard the stone is ready

for mounting.
writer on the subject, " Every pool, creek, cave,
Large flat shells need very little preparation
and overhanging or perpendicular rock, should be inside to make them agreeable for painting upon,
carefully examined ; all large, coarse weeds should for they are generally smooth enough, and have
be pushed aside, or removed, so as to reveal any a beautiful pearl -like appearance that needs no
of the smaller species that may be sheltered added background.
beneath them, or may grow parasitically on
The outside requires to be thoroughly cleaned
their roots, stems, and fronds."
by rubbing with hydrochloric acid (to be used
424
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with care) and then polishing with Tripoli powder,
and finally with olive oil. Sometimes, the appearance may be improved by a coat or two of varnish,
but if the shell is to be sunk into a hollow piece of
wood, as described for a stone, the outside will be

scarcely visible and need not be so elaborately
treated.

The painting may be executed with oil or water-

colours as preferred, the medium being chosen
accordingly.

These shells can be mounted on plush mounts
for pin -trays very successfully, and one set in the
centre of an ordinary toilet pincushion makes an

excellent receptacle for small trinkets, such as
rings and lace -pins.

New Uses for Seaweed.
IT is quite a new notion to combine seaweed'
with embroidery, but it has been done lately with
considerable success. Needless to say the

articles so onamented are not such as require

washing or cleaning, but for handkerchief sachets,

the flat mounts of photograph frames, and other
things that do not need much
handling, the general effect is
excellent and uncommon.
The seaweed employed may
be the fine and medium fine

kinds, or with less trouble,

the coraline that is washed up

in great abundance on some
shores after a storm.

The

basket is intended to be embroidered and there is

no

trouble in procuring one of

Messrs. Briggs' transfers that
will supply a good pattern.

It may be carried out with
gold thread, or with coarse
gold -coloured

chenille, if liked.

thread

and

The red seaweed can beat

be

applied to the material

after the embroidery has been
done.

It will not stick with

If preferred, it is easy enough to embroider the
bow closely with little stitches of silk, shading it
here and there to make it look as much as possible
like ribbon.

Another plan

is to

take some

China ribbon and to tack this down with invisible
stitches upon the background. Or, the stitches
may be so worked that they are ornamental and
form an extra decoration for the design. They
can take the shape of little crosses, arrowheads, or
swallow -tails, or they may be tiny French knots
if preferred.
Green, or blue, can be more

effectively used for the bow than any other

Narrow velvet is also pretty in its results
upon some backgrounds.
colour.

Souvenir Wooden Spades.
AFTER the holidays are over, the little wooden

spades, if they are still in good order, may be
converted into trifling knick-knacks that will
serve as souvenirs of happy days spent by the
sea.

The wood lends itself very well to painting

upon, provided that the usual rubbing down is
thoroughly done.

Then comes the question of

what may be made of the

It makes an excellent
hey -rack. The wood must be
prettily stained, or enamelled,
and otherwise _ decorated in
any way the worker pleases.
All that is then necessary is to
spade.

screw in a series of small brass
hooks to hold the keys,

scissors, china cups, or any

other treasures that it may
be destined to take, charge of.

Another use for a spade is
as a pincushion, which might
be formed of the always convenient mattress shape and
then be glued firmly into the

blade. If a clean, well polished cockle, or pecten
shell is available, this might be
filled

in with a plump pin-

its natural mucus upon linen,
cushion covered with satin and
so it will be necessary to
then glued to the spade. The
EMBROIDERED BASKET AND SEApaint it over with seccotine
shell may be fixed all the
WEED.
mixed with water and then to
more securely if holes are
carefully stroke out the tiny
bored in it, a wire passed
fronds and press them clown with the blade of a through these and through corresponding holes
blunt knife, or with any tool to which they will in the blade. A wire will serve admirably to
not adhere. If coraline is employed it will not secure the shell and it can be hidden beneath a
have to be secured with seccotine, but may be bow or rosette of ribbon.
fastened with a fine thread taken over the main
Some people like to use the spade merely as
stem here and there and tied on the wrong side. an ornament and content themselves with pasting
It must be cleansed and freed from sand before on it a photograph of the place at which it was
being used. Some people like to dye it and used and surrounding it with a row of tiny shells,
this is easily done by dipping the branches into or with a little wreath of seaweed. Ribbons
a mixture of paint and gam and shaking them of two colours should bo twisted round the handle
about till they are dry. If the branches are and tied in a knot and loose streamers at the top.
already clean and fresh -looking they need not
A little spade to which happy memories are
be dyed but may merely be dipped in gum and attached is sometimes merely stained and painted
water to stiffen them slightly.
with the name of the place at which it was used
In the sketch it will be noticed that there is a across the blade in the post of honour. Then, as
diminutive bow which ornaments the handle of other places are visited, their names and the date
the basket. It may be made, if liked, of narrow are painted on streamers on satin ribbon which is
fronds of a certain kind of red seaweed that is not knotted into the loop and the end of the handle.
uncommon, or of a thin, green ono that can be cut This method of treating a wooden spade is an
into strips as required. The mauve seaweeds American idea, but instead of a spade, our cousins
found in rock -pools can also be cut and shaped to often use nothing more nor less than an ordinary
anything and they are easily made into bows and bone ring, or sometimes a toy ladder, anything, in
either gummed or sewn into place.

fact, into which it is possible to knot the ribbons.
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Ladies' Work.
FRUIT BASKETS AND HOW TO USE
THEM.

on a toilet -table to hold trinkets, lace, brooches
and other odds and ends.
The basket should be lined with quilted sateen
which may be laid smoothly over the inside. The
outside should be covered with the same, material,

CURING the summer months many families but over this should come a flounce of some
who are dependent upon the local green-

grocer for their supply of fruit get a
collection of flat, round baskets which
it seems a pity to throw away. When they are

pretty, plain coloured fabric such as silk, or satin,
or sateen, if liked, with a frill of lace laid over it.

For the inside of the basket should be fixed a
couple of round trays made of cardboard or
perhaps of cardboard boxes of suitable size
covered with sateen to match the rest. One of
these should be stuffed to serve as a pincushion
and the other either left open as a tray, or filled in
to hold hairpins, or hat -pins.

In Fig. 2 we have a similar tray covered inside
in the same way as is the one that we, last described.

Yet another nuke, of useful " catch-all " for

odds and ends is sho wn in Fig. 3.
F10. 1 .-TRA Y FOR TOILET TABLE.

fresh and clean they may be made up into handy
little egg baskets, or they may be employed for
carrying small pit,rcels or purchases. It is as
well to disguise them a little. This is easily done

by painting or

enamelling
them some
pretty

film of the cement and afterwards touching them

up and improving them with a few additions
of paint. They should be wired at the back so

stains. Yet another plan is
that of ornamenting them
with small devices done in

that they can be curved up instead of being laid
flat on the wood. They will then look far more

artistic ard
will give a far
better look to

pokerwork

the whole thing

6

than might

which, by the.
FIG. 2. -W ORK: BAG.

have been filled
in with colour, will give the baskets an extremely

dainty, foreign appearance.

If the baskets
are in the least
degree stained with

fruit there is

nothing for it but

to cover them
entirely.
When
this has to be done
they may be made
very ornamental

in appearance by
using for the purpose some pretty
printed sateen, or

printed cretonne.
Even art muslin

can be employed
provided that it is
made up over a
calico

3. - TRAY FOR

or

sateen

lining to give it a

certain degree of
substance. In Fig.
1 we are showing
a basket of this kind covered inside and out and
so arranged as to make a useful tray for standing
426

It is a good plan to use well -

made artificial leaves, laying them on a thin

with wood -

TRINKETS.

THE stems are most satisfactory when they
consist of a line of fine wire laid on a streak
of the cement over the design and afterwards
do wit,:iout them.

by

staining them

FIG.

Applique.

Leaves always offer a difficulty to an
amateur worker, but it is not often possible to

both inside and

time the details

Shell

(Continued from last weak.)

painted.

colour

out, or

Here the basket

itself is first to be covered inside and out much
as in making the tray in Fig. 1. It requires,
however, to be trimmed more elaborately.

have been expected.

There is yet

another way in
which

flowers

may be made

of small shells
and

attached

to a long stem
so that they
may be Fla. 3. - DESIGN SHOWING

mounted as

MOUNTING Or FLOWER.

sprays and laid,

across the corner of a box, photograph frame
or easel. For each flower a wire stem is
required twisted round which is green paper
or silk. A ball of cement must be prepared
just as is described for the flatter work and the
stem is pushed into it as far as it will go
without coming through at the top. It has

next to be passed through the centre of a piece of

stout card, and then into a vase. The card-

board will rest on the top of the vase which will
support it conveniently while the shells are
pushed into their required places.
In Fig. 3 is a diagram that shows exactly how
this is managed. At a we have the cement

foundation, at b a circle of card resting on a
vase c, the stem d being seen inside the vase.
Any shape of flower may be built up in this way.

HOBBIES.

A Chapter on Photographic
Chemistry.

EW amateur photographers realise, as
they carry out the various everyday

Allow this to settle, and then pour off the clear
liquid. Next pour some strong hypo solution
on the silver bromide, and shake it up well. It
will readily dissolve, giving you once again a
clear solution, of silver bromide dissolved in hypo.

We know that after fixing the negatiVe, it
operations, the wonderful chemical requires to be well washed. This washing is
necessary
in order to remove the hypo which is
changes and actions which are taking

J.

place.

left in the film, because it would eventually cause

only rendered possible by the extraordinary

gelatine and acting on the silver.
If you take some water 'containing the tiniest
trace of hypo, and add to it a little hydrochloric

From beginning to end photography is a
most interesting chemical study, and it is, indeed,
power of light to cause chemical. change.

If you dissolve a few grains of silver nitrate
in a little distilled water, and in another vessel
dissolve a little salt in water, and then pour one

solution into the other, you will get a white

precipitate,' which will quickly sink to the bottom ;

if now you pour off the clear liquid, and spread

this white substance on a piece of paper and
leave it in the tight, you will find it quickly

discolour, and become a deep violet colour.
This changing of colour of the white substance
(which is silver chloride), is made use of in P.O.P.,

which is simply a gelatinous emulsion of this
sensitive silver compound, containing also an

fading away of the image by decomposing the

acid and put a few pieces of granulated zinc

in also, the unpleasant smelling gas, sulphuretted
hydrogen, will be formed, and you can trace this
by moistening a. piece of blotting, or filter, paper
with lead acetate solution, and laying this over the
top of the vessel which contains the weak hypo,

This paper will turn quite brown after a
time, owing to the formation of lead sulphide.
This test is sometimes applied to last washing
waters of a negative or print, to see if any traces
of hypo are still left.
Let us leave the subject of negatives now, and
&c.

see on what chemical basis the making of a print
lies. We will take the case of the P.O.P. print.
Here we start with a piece of paper coated with a
perfectly white film M gelatine and silver chloride,
together with the nitrate of silver and citric acid,
film consists of gelatine, with which is mixed the which latter substance is used as a preservative
pale yellow substance, bromide of silver, which is in the manufacture of P.O.P. The paper is put
the most sensitive compound yet discovered. An under a negative in the printing- frame, and
exposure to sunlight of a hundred -thousandth exposed to daylight. The exposed parts quickly
part of a second is sufficient to make a change in change colour, and we get a purple or reddish chocothe sensitive film. But no change is visible this late coloured image-a " negative " of the negatime, as in the case of silver chloride, and P.O.P. tive, therefore a positive of the original subject.
Yet the change is effected by the light ; for if
When sufficiently deeply printed, we take out
we now place the exposed plate in a developer, the picture from the frame, and in order to prevent
it will gradually turn black, whilst a developer the light from acting any further on it, it has to
be fixed. But if you fix a print in plain hypo, it
will not blacken an unexposed plate.
So, during the exposure given to the plate in turns, to a very obnoxious orange or yellow
the camera, a definite chemical change takes colour, and such a print would soon fade, owing
place in the film, and this change is made visible by to the reddiness with which the sulphurous gases in the air react with silver. The print has therethe wonderful process of development.
Let us leave photography just for a moment, fore to be toned, arid in the operation of toning
excess of the nitrate of silver, spread upon parer.

What, then, is a dry plate composed of ?-In
this case we have a piece of glass coated with a
cream -coloured film. If you examine a plate in
the light, you will find this to be the case. The

and take the case of iron ores as they are dug

we once more have a beautiful illustration of

out from the earth or rock ; pyrites is a common
iron ore, and consists of a chemical combination
of iron with sulphur. The metallic iron is got
by roasting the ore, when the sulphur is driven
off, and the iron itself left behind. This process

chemical reduction.

by a developer ; hence the unexposed parts of the
film remain unaltered. The developer gradu-

cause silver to deposit from a solution of silver
nitrate, so the P.O.P. image will cause gold to
deposit from a solution of gold chloride, Whilst,
therefore the print is in the toning bath, exceedingly fine particles of actual metallic gold deposit

If you make up a solution of ten grains, of

silver nitrate in an ounce of distilled water, and
drop into it a spiral of fine copper wire, and leave
it -overnight, you will find the next morning the

copper covered with a fine deposit of bright
Now the development of a plate is nothing metallic silver ;,rather more than six grains of
else than reduction, but a point to remember silver metal could be reduced by this means from
is that only exposed silver bromide can be reduced the ten of nitrate. Now, just as copper will
is known as reduction.

ally " splits off " the bromide from the silver
bromide, and we are eventually left with an

image of pure silver, or a black form.
If you were to look at a developed plate, before
it isJixed, you would see that the black image lies

imbedded in the original cream coloured film.
The unreduced silver bromide is of course still

sensitive to light, and must therefore be dissolved
out of the film. This process is called fixing, and

the fixing bath is therefore a chemical solution

themselves on the image.
If you looked through'a very thin film of gold,

you will find it appeared of a greenish, purple
colour, and it is this property which imparts the

tone to the print. Short toning means that

insufficient gold is deposited to nicely colour the
print-hence it becomes brown merely ; we know,

on the other hand, that long toning gives quite
A simple experiment will show this quite a bluish -purple picture.
Make up a solution of potassium
The fixing of the print is like that of the dry

which will dissolve silver bromide.
clearly.

bromide in water, and another of silver nitrate in
distilled water. MiX the two, and you will get a
precipitate of creamy -yellow silver bromide.

plate ; the hypo again dissolved out of the film all
the non -discoloured silver chloride, and we are
left with a gold-plate silver image.
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CRICKET
THE FAST BOWLER.
BY ALBERT TROTT.

HE fast bowler is a necessity, and during in the former state. The reason why the delivery
6
my twelve years in England I have of this particular ball is always the object of every
naturally come across a good many. bowler is because it compels the batsman to meet
To -day, Neville A. Knox, who has only the ball with the bat by forward play, and because
been known to the public for three seasons, is in so doing he often loses sight of the ball from
the fastest bowler in England. He is a left- the moment it touches the ground till it strikes the
handed bat and right-handed bowler. Dulwich bat.
Now while fast bowling seems to be most
College is where he learned his cricket. If you
had watched him in, July against the South affective in very dry seasons, when the ground
is
difficult to get smooth, and has plenty of fire
Africans, and had seen his tremendous pace,
you would have noticed that he has an undeniable

off -break, and the only fear one has is that, as
he finds it necessary to take such a long run, he
may not long be able to stand the strain of modern
cricket. This season wickets have been all

against him, but there should be no limit to his
success if he can only manage to keep sound.
Loose-limbed and standing well over six feet, he
advantage. Notice his chief
has every
peculiarity, a long and strange run which starts
close by mid-off and makes his bowling difficult in
its flight.
If you ask me who are our leading fast bowlers,

I should reply that among them are W. Brearley,
G. H. Hirst, A. Cotter, J. J. Kotze, Tom Wass, A.
Fielder, J. H. Hunt, A. Kermode, A. R. Warren,

in it, yet Tom Wass and Fielder have done much
to upset the theory. But a fast bowler must be

very careful not to bowl beyond his strength.
Here is the great danger : by bowling beyond

your strength you cannot increase your pace, and
are sure to become slow and stale.
A golden rule for fast bowlers is :-Keep your
delivery well within your strength.
Speed is, I know, the chief' aim, but it must be
reasonable. The object of fast bowling is to
beat the batsman by the flight of the ball. Yet
one feels C. J. Kortright, Tom Richardson,

S. M. J. Woods, and Arthur Mold all retired

years before their time. I fear N. A. Knox will
go the same way. One who, like Brearley, can

It will be noticed that Sussex, Hants, Worcester.

keep on all day is valuable. But very few are
like him. He is just 31, and is a powerful and
accurate right-hand bowler. He is well worth

bowlers.

life-long study of bowlers, says " that his pace

W. Bestwick, G. J. Thompson, and W. Lees.

shire, Warwickshire have all openings for fast
Now Mr. A. G. Steel, K.C., says of bowling :
" The skill, science and practice which are
necessary before a man can throw a good salmon
fly, or before he can reckon to bring down pheasants are equally necessary for one who wishes to
become an adept at bowling." The object of the
bowler is to out-manomvre the batsman ; he has
either to hit the stumps or draw him into some
incautiousness or hesitation of play, which will
result in the ball being caught from the bat, or in
the batsman being stumped out by the wicketkeeper.

The bowler must think,before he delivers

each ball for none should be delivered without a
particular object. The objeot of every bowler is
always to bowl a good length ; that is to pitch the

watching, and Mr. G. W. Beldam, who has made a

comes partly from a free natural swing, but
chiefly from sheer strength, for his swing is not

elastic enough to produce quite unlaborious speed."

That being so, his main characteristic, namely, a

quite remarkable stamina, is worthy of note.

He is not one of those bowlers whose bolt is shot
in a dozen overs ; with occasional rests, he can
maintain his speed all day. He takes a deliberate
striding run of moderate length, beginning with a
curious sideway step to the left. Both his run
and delivery remind one of Arthur Mold, except

that he keeps his arm straight throughout his
action.

In a technical sense his bowling is plain,

that is to say, it has no artificial or inherent

peculiarity of flight, such as distinguished Lock -

ball so close to the batsman that he cannot wood's bowling, and no abrupt action flight from
play it on the bounce, and yet so far from him the pitch, such as made Tom Richarison's
that he cannot play it just as it touches the difficult. But this plainness does not mean that
ground or immediately on the rise. There can be he is easy to play, for his bowling is fast enough
no exact spot given you because the good length in the air, and fast enough off the pitch to be

ball will vary in its pitch according to the state
' of the ground. the pace of the bowler, and the
height and style of the batsman. When the
ground is as it has so often been this season,
" slow," after rain, the good length ball will have

to be pitched considerably farther than when it

is " hard " and " fast " as the ball will come faster

off the ground when it is " sticky " than when
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troublesome to the best batsman. This speed strength, combined with accuracy, makes him a

first-rate fast bowler. He uses a clever variation
of direction. His best ball is delivered from the
outside corner of the bowling crease, so that a ball
pitching just outside the off stump, even if it has

no action -break at all on it, swings in a little
toward the wicket. With exactly the same

HOBBIES.
;action he delivers a ball from quite close to the
Correspondence.
wicket, which if it pitches on the off stump,
swings away somewhat outside the off stump ;
the difference between this ball and the other
DRAUGHTS.
produces catches at the wicket and in the slips. Our next Solving Tourney will commence the first week
Unlike most fast bowlers, he can bowl very well on

in September, and run for three months.

%YAMS (Pulford).-Your solutions Nos. 927.8 are
a slow wicket, provided the ground gives him a R.correbt
; al -o the win in No. 921, already pointed out.
fair foothold. His action is high and his length Problems
in competition for the monthly prizes received
very good indeed.
from J. H. Jones (Capel) and J. Milner (Middlesbrough).

The other fast bowlers are G. H. Hirst. A.

'Cotter, J. J. Kotze, A. R. Warren, of Derbyshire,
Walter Lees, of .Surrey, A. Fielder, of Kent, W.
Bostwick, of Derbyshire, G. J. Thompson, of
Northampton. Any of these are well worth

watching, and Hirst cannot be copied. His
swerve is got by a new ball and a slight wind

VIOLINS.

C. EVANS (Dresden, Staffs.)-The label on your violin is

an imitation of those in the instruments made by the
celebrated Antonius Stradivarius, who flourished at
Cremona, Italy, between the years 1644 and 1757. A
genuine Stradivarius violin is worth from £600 to £1',000,
or even more for an exceptionally good one. We fear,

can bowl a ball which during the first half of its
flight is travelling so that if it keeps straight on in
the air it would pass a foot outside the off stump,
but which in the last half of its flight swings in
enough to pitch on the middle stump, and pass

however, that there is no reason at all to suppose that
yours is one of these. It is practically impossible that
one could still be in private hands alter the assiduous
search that there- has been for them. Forged violin
label* are also, as we have pointed out to previous correspondents, ,about as conunnn as St radivarius instruments are rare. Genuine labels of this famous maker
always have a monogram composed of a double circle
enclosing the letters A.S. and a cross. Of coarse your
violin may be a good and valuable one, but we cannot
say without seeing it.

keeps the batsman in an uncertain state of mind.
Some fast bowlers send down a slow ball about
-once an over. In his great seasons, when he did

A. W. HEATH (Banbury.)-The best way to make wine

blowing from the direction of third man, and Hirst

,outside the legs of a right-hand batsman.
In Brearley and Knox you have good length
bowlers. There is no doubt that the long run

such deadly work for the Amateurs, S. M. J.

Woods used to get batsmen out in this way. He
could disguise his change of action as few men can.

Now always bowl a few balls before a match
and two or three before going on. It helps you
to get your arm in order, and just to gauge the
pitch. A great many left-hand fast bowlers have
a ball that goes with the arm. If you have two
-fast bowlers on your side, one right and the other
\ left-hand, do not have both on at once. Let a

medium slow bowler keep on the other end.
:Straight first, pitch and length next, pace last.

MISCELLANEOUS,.

glasses sound is to dissolve a little gum in the water with
which the performer's linger is, moistened.

A. L. (Bakewell.)-Thanks. We hope to publish a short
article on this subject later.
BEIGHTON.-We CAR supply you with " Practical Boat
Building," price Bs. Ad. post free.
E. H. (Rochdale).-We think you will have no difficulty
in finding the solution. We are unable to print it now,

Items of Interest.
IT takes from six to eight years for the antlers
of a stag to attain their full size.

---

As a coach it often falls to my lot to meet youths
who bowl fast. One never hears more of them.

A HEALTHY baby increases to treble its weight
at birth in the course of its first three months.

.Erratic men may do well now and again, but few
last. A simple straight fast bowler will often get
wickets, while if he can send down a " yorker "

originally found in a large lake near Mount

because they have never had a regular run.

GOLDFISH are of Chinese origin.

They were

Tsientsing, and were brought to Europe in the
seventeenth century.
as a surprise he is sure to do good work.
Learn how to place your field for a good fast
OF the thirty-eight Sultans who have ruled the
-dry wicket, for a fiery wicket and also for a
slow easy wicket. It is difficult to explain ! Ottoman Empire since the conquest of ConstantiIf you are in London go to the Oval when Knox nople by the Turks, thirty-four have died violent
is bowling ; if in Kent to Maidstone when Fielder
performs ; and if in Yorkshire go and see George

deaths.

Tom Wass. As I write this, 1,200 runs have been
made at Lords in two days and the heat is tropical.

IF a pair of herrings could be left to breed and
multiply undisturbed for a period of twenty years,
they would yield an amount of fish equal in bulk
to the globe on which we live.

its character of being the worst season since

A FAVOURITE mode of suicide among the African

Hirst, and if you reside in the Midlands-watch
If it remains so, we shall have a great harvest of
-wickets for fast bowlers, and 1907 will redeem

1879, so Attewell, the famous umpire, tells me.
CASE AND INDEX FOR VOL. XXIII.-A hand-

some Red Cloth Binding Case for Vol. XXIII. of
HOBBIES, with Index and Title -page, may now
he had for Is. 3d., post. free. The Index with
Title -page alone may be had for 2d., or post free
for 3d. Indices for previous volumes (except for
Vols. IV. and V.) may also be had. Bound
Volumes of HOBBIES, XIII., XIV., XVIII.,

---

tribes who dwell near Lake Nyassa is for a native
to wade into the lake and calmly wait for a crocodile to open its mouth and swallow him.

OF the newspapers published in the United

States, 19,582 are in the English language, with
741 German, 65 Swedish, 56 Spanish, 51 French,
35 Bohemian, 33 Polish, 25 Italian, 18 Dutch,
and 18 Hebrew.

NEARLY everybody smokes in Manilla. It is a
XIX., XX., XXI.. XXII., and XXIII., may be common sight, after sundown, to see' a father out
had, price 3s. 6d., each, post free. (The other for a stroll with his wife and children, and every
volumes are out of print.) HOBBIES LIMITED, 12,

Paternoster Square, London, E.G.

one of them over the age of five years smoking a
cigarette.
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POPULAR

MECHANICS.

SYMPATHETIC INKS.
SYMPATHETIC ink is a fluid with which

if this be used, ordinary ink is produced and the writing appears in the usual violaceous black due
to that menstruum.

paper NI subjected to some after treatment,

such as warming before the fire, immersion in some

consisting of a solution of cobalt chloride in water,
strength about 1 drachm to the half -ounce. If

alai) admit of other applications, as there are some
which show distinct and beautiful colours

when dry, but it will also acquire a very beautiful

,4111

0 ei writing may be executed on ordinary
paper, which writing, when dry, shall
.V.
be invisible to the observer, unless the

A very favourite sympathetic ink

is

that

fluid, exposure to certain vapours or even to the cobalt chloride be pure and free from nickel
certain kinds of light. But sympathetic inks not only will the resulting writing be invisible
either on the application of heat or by treatment
with certain solutions, so that it is possible to

draw a landscape which appears with all the
dreariness of winter when in its ordinary condition
and which, on being warmed before the fire, shall

rosy-violaceous tint when dried before the fire,
which tint, however, will again disappear if the
paper be allowed to cool, more especially if it be
breathed upon or otherwise re -absorb moisture.
So sensitive is this ink to drought and moisture
that a " chemical barometer " may be prepared
by painting a strip across a sheet of white paper

acquire the verdure of the present month of
August, and the blue skies which indicate the and noticing the colour that the painted strip
presence of the genial summer season.

We

give here a few recipes for the preparation or
the use of these inks, pointing out that in all
cases the operator must use a clean pen for
every fresh writing or drawing ; and that the
pen employed should preferably be an oldfashioned quill cut to a good hard nib. One of
the simplest, and, at the same time, very satisfactory sympathetic ink, is the juice of the common
onion. The best way to use this is to cut, a

shows with each change in the weather. It will
be found that, when the weather is very moist,
little or nothing will be seen, but when the atmosphere is very dry, the strip- will acquire a more
or less pronounced bluish tint, varying from pale
sky blue to the intense blue shown by the summer
sky. The salts of nickel, such as the nitrate, or

the chloride, dissolved in water in the same
proportion as directed for cobalt, also furnish
favourite sympathetic inks ; but the colours

large juicy onion in half, and to plunge the nib resulting from the chloride or the nitrate of

of the pen into the centre of the cut surface nickel, partake of decided green tints when heated
so as to cause it to take up a sufficiency of the or dried.
For this reason, they are largely
transparent juice wherewith to write. As the employed by the artistically inclined, in the -

writing will be absolutely illegible when the fluid production of the " changing landscapes " to
dries, the writer must complete his task as quickly which we have adverted in the preceding paraas possible ; otherwise, he may run the risk of graphs; all that is necessary being to paint in
missing spaces or writing over what he has the foreground, trunks of the trees, and all these

already written. When it is desired to render
this invisible writing legible, all that is necessary is to hold the inscribed paper before
a rather warm fire, " a toasting fire," when the
writing will appear of a brown colour on a white

portions which are common both to winter and

colour. Two other simple inks may be made by
dissolving 1 drachm of blue copperas, or 1 drachm

when finished, may be mounted as transparencies
on a frame or screen ; and it will be found that,
when the weather is dry and genial, the pictures
will acquire the colours which we usually connect
with the genial season ; whereas, if the weather

to summer, with brown or black tints, and to
fill in those portions which have to acquire
verdure or the blue tint due to running water,
to the sky, or the dissolution of white patches
ground. Ordinary milk may be used with a of snow, with artistically and suitably selected
quill pen to effect the same purpose ; when details, with solutions of the chlorides of cobalt or
the writing will be nearly as distinct as in the of nickel, according to whether these portions
case of onion juice, but not quite so deep in are to appear blue or green. These pictures,
of green copperas in ounce of water. Writing
executed with either of these inks and allowed
to dry may be rendered instantly visible by floating the sheet in a solution of prussiate of potash is dull, damp, and lowering, the colours will
in cold water, of the strength of 1 drachm of the disappear and the landscape will acquire a wintry
prussiate to 1 ounce of water. The colour appearance.
There are some bodies which possess the pecuassumed by the writing will be a ruddy brown in
the first instance, and a beautiful blue in the liar property of " fluorescing," that is to say, of
second. Or the experiment may be varied by becoming visible when exposed to certain rays of

using a decoction of gall nuts wherewith to light. Of these, we may mention an extract
" bring out " the writing in the second case ; made from the horse chestnut ; for instance, if
430
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sheet of glass, or failins, this, a sheet of clean
when children as " conkers,") and, having re- paper, is placed on the table, and a wet print laid
moved the beautiful brown skin, infuse a few face down upon it, and the moisture removed
of these in half a tea cupful of warm water, we from the back by means of a sponge or the flat of
shall get a solution of what chemists call " aescua- the hand. The mountant is then applied to the
-we take a few fresh horse chestnuts (known to us

line," and this if used_ as sympathetic ink, will be
absolutely invisible until the writing be subjected

back of the print, which is, of course, uppermost,
by means of a good stiff flat brush, which should

instance, if a piece of stout mill -board, say

final sponging of the print concludes the operation.
There aro two ways of mounting a highly -glazed

to the rays of the electric light, when it will be be one and a half or two inches in width. Too
found to glow with a rather brilliant blue colour, much mountant must not be used, otherwise the.
becoming again invisible if the nature of the print will be liable to fade.
Do not at once place the pasted print on the
light be changed. That common medicine,
" sulphate of quinine," is also gifted with the same mount, as most amateurs do, but let it remain
properties. To make use of this sulphate of for a few moments, so that it may actually begin
quinine for this purpose, the operator should to dry. In this way the paste becomes much
squeeze about two tea -spoonfuls of lemon juice more adhesive, and when the print is laid on the
into an egg cup in which he will stir up about mount and rolled firmly down by means of a
six grains of ordinary sulphate of quinine. This squeegee, it will stick perfectly. The face of the
latter will dissolve freely in the lemon juice, print is then gently wiped with a sponge to remove
but will not do so in plain water. If, with the any dirt or fluff, &c., and the mounted photograph
solution thus prepared, writing be executed on is then allowed to dry.
When dry prints are to be mounted it will be
white paper, with a clean quill pen, the said
writing will be absolutely invisible when dry but found best to damp the backs with a wet sponge,
will be distinctly visible with a bright blue and to then apply the mountant in the ordinary
colour if the inscribed paper be held in the proxi- way. As before, a moment or two should be
mity of a small vacuum tube actuated by an allowed before the pasted print is placed on the
induction coil. The subject is most interesting, mount, and when mounted a squeegee should be
and some of the results are very astounding ; for used to press it firmly down upon the card. A
in.

thick, which is totally impervious to ordinary

light, be coated on one side with a little thin gum

water, 'and be then dusted over on the same

side with crystallised calcium tungstate, it will

be found to be absolutely opaque ; but,

if,

behind the mill board, there shall be placed an
X-ray tube in action, the X-rays will be found
to have the power of penetrating right through
the mill board and of causing the calcium tang state to glow with a very beautiful violaceous
'light, which, however, can neither pass through

metals, nor bones, so that calcium tungstate
can be used as a screen for the detection and
location of bullets, etc., in places where they
should not exist.

Camera Notes.
MOUNTING TROUBLES.

IT is by no means an easy thing to mount a

photograph, but as slip -in mounts are decidedly
slipshod in appearance, practically all amateurs

prefer to battle with paste and the ordinary "paste down " mounts. Prints, to be mounted, may be
roughly divided into two classes-those which are
on ordinary glossy or matt paper, and those which
have been specially glazed on glass, or ferrotype
plates. We will deal with the ordinary kind of

print without causing it to lose its gloss. Thy
first is to only apply the mountant to the edges

of the prin,p,and in this case a very strong Medium
such as fish -glue may be used. The other
method is to squeegee a backing paper'to the back

of the print immediately the latter has been
squeegeed to the glass, or ferrotype plate. When
dry, the print and backing paper are, of course,
like one thick print and peel off together. The
print may be mounted with fish -glue or strong
dextrin paste, and the entire gloss will be retained.
BACKING PAPER FOR P.O.P.

Cut to the size desired some good unglazed
printer's paper or note paper, and brush it over
with the following solution whilst warm :-

.. 10 ozs.

..
Water (boiling)
Nelson's No. 1 gelatine

if

oz.

Stir this until the gelatine is dissolved ; then
strain through two thicknesses of muslin.
When each piece of paper is coated, pin it up
by one corner to dry.

Large sheets may, of course,

be made if desired, and cut up to small sizes
afterwards.

Photography.

print first. The primary object to keep in view SUBJECT FOR AUGUST : - Photographs
is that the surface, or film of the print must not be
taken during the Holidays.
scratched or made dirty ; clean hands 'and fingers
PRIZES : First, £1 Is. ; Second, 10s. 6d. ;
are always to be desired. The next important
thing is to have a really good mountant, and it Third, 5s. Od. In addition to these prizes,
,may be said without hesitation that dextrin is a Hobbies Certificates of Merit of the First and
long way better than anything else. Flour paste Second Grade may be awarded, according to the
and starch paste can neither be recommended, as standard of excellence.
both are apt to turn sour, and it is not always
Past Prize Winners and Holders of HOBBIES
easy to prepare either without small lumps. First Grade Certificates are not eligible.
Gum and glues, such as fish -glue, should not be
Three Prints are to be sent in. These must be mounted on
used, as these are acid and will stain or fade the card mounts, and the title of the photograph and name and

prints sooner or later.

Some photographers find it most convenient to

mount their prints whilst still wet, i.e., directly
after washing. This is quite a good method,

and we will briefly describe it accordingly. A clean

address of sender must be legibly written on the back.
Photographs cannot be returned, and the Editor reserves
the right to reproduce any of those received in HOBBIES.

Photographs must be received not later than August

31st, addressed :-Photographic

Competition :

HOBBIES, 12, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.

Editor
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SEASONABLE
THIS

HINTS FOR THE WEEK.

is a suitable time for sowing many Annuals,

&c., for next year's display. A few of the chief
things to be sown now are Clarkias, Convolvulusi
Elichrysurus, Eschsholtzias, Larkspurs, Godetias,
Poppies, Lupines, Wallflowers and Violas. Sow

the plant acts as a watershed and carries most,
of the water beyond the rim of the pot
Bulbs that have been forced on and have been
turned out from the flower beds should be thoroughly ripened off by now and in good condition
for planting in the grass. If planted under
these conditions and the ground is soaked every

the seed thinly and see that the plants do not
suffer from drought or any other cause. It is
a good plan to cover the beds with mats until spring with liquid manure, they will increase
the seeds germinate, but they must be removed rapidly, and will give a much more pleasing
as soon as germination takes place.
Unsightly tree stumps may be covered effectively with Rambling Roses, if the grower cares

effect than when grown in lines.
Those three handsome plants, Centauria
gymnocarpa, C. ragusina, and C. maritima, are

to take the trouble to make up good soil for best raised from seed sown now in boxes and
Ramblers always like fairly rich soil, as wintered on a greenhouse shelf. They make

them.

they have so much grwth-to support.

Azaleas are very subject to thrip at this season,

and unless thoroughly syringed every day, it
soon gets a .hold on them and does irreparable
damage. If both sides of the foliage are thoroughly

wetted once a week with a solution of soft soap
and water, no insect pest will care to live on it,
a soft brush or piece of flannel may be used for

excellent plants for sub -tropical bedding.
Most people grow Asters, Michaelmas Daisies
and similar plants in the flower border. They

always make a good display there, but they do
not harmonise so well with their surroundings

as when grown in rough grass or in the shrubbery
border.

this purpose.
Many herbaceous plants that flower late in the

The Delphinium.

DELPHINIUMS are this year doing exceptionally
autumn have a difficulty in many gardens in
obtaining sufficient nourishment to build up well, owing to the excessive rainfall which we
good plants. This is especially the case with have experienced during June. Some of the
Asters or Michaelmas Daisies. To get the very plants have spikes of blooms from ten to twelve
best results from these, the roots must be liberally feet in height. To obtain large spikes the soil
a.mpplied with water, and if the soil is poor, liquid should be very rich, and the fact of the plants

manure should be given.

The Michaelmas Daisy or Starwort, as it is
called by many people, is a plant that plainly
shows its appreciation of generous treatment,
as when well cared for the blooms are always
finer and brighter in colour than when allowed

to look entirely' after themselves.
Those who have a piece of rough grass at the
side of the lawn should utilise it for growing that
splendid single Rose Una." The effect of this

making such fine growths in a wet season points

out that they should be given plenty of water.

In three or four years a small plant of Delphinn
will, if looked after, develop into a huge clump.
To enrich the soil plenty of well decayed manure

should be placed on the land before the Delphiniums are planted. It is well to fork, ovcr.
and loosen the soil every spring, and thoroughly
mulch it with good stable dung. When the
plants are just throwing up spikes it will greatly

Rose, when rambling on the ground, is very improve the size and colour of the blooms if
striking.
the plants are watered with liquid manure. It
For covering the dead branches of Trees, such is advisable to give this plant a corner of the
as the lower branches of Conifers, Polygonum garden to itself, as very soon it gets too large for
baldschuanieum is one of the most effective the flower border. This plant is perfectly
plants known. The effect produced cannot be hardy, but it has one enemy, and that is the slug.
well described, as it covers itself entirely for This can easily be kept at bay with soot, and is
many weeks with such a mass of pinkish white not much trouble except during the early spring.
flowers, as to remind one of a mist or cloud The best time to plant Delphiniums is the end
hanging over the branches. The plant is quite of October.

hardy.
Never rely on storm water for watesing hard 'wooded greenhouse' plants that are standing

outside to ripen their wood. It takes a tremendous amount of rain to thoroughly soak a

pot full of roots; especially when the foliage of
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Successes.
the National Rose Show, held at the Royal
Botanic Gardens recently. Hobbies Ltch, staged
a group representing all classes of Roses in open
AT

HOBBIES)
competition with all the Rose growers of Great

Britain, and were successful in obtaining the
premier position. The group was particularly

strong in Rambling or Polyantha Roses, which
are now perhaps, of all sections, the most popular.

The now well-known novelty " Hiawatha " was
foremost in tall Weeping Standards. Its attrac-

tive crimson flowers,with distinct yellow stamens,
formed a noble centrepiece to the exhibit. Another
novelty of great merit was Baby Dorothy Perkins,

which attains but a height of 12 inches, and is
perpetual in blooming. A pleasing contrast
was the Rambler " Lily Ito," producing white
flowers in huge clusters. Following the above
success, was the obtaining of one of the Royal

Ornamenting Wooden Candlesticks.
AMONG the wooden articles that are sold for
amateur artists are generally to be found candlesticks which, with a very small amount of skill.
may be made extremely ornamental. As with
other wooden things, it is necessary to rub the
surface down till it feels as smooth and soft as

satin to the touch. This is a matter in which
most amateurs fail, and they do not realise how
much they gain by performing it thoroughly.
The enamel will then look like china when it is
applied with a soft brush and it must be allowed

to dry completely before any second coat is
put on. At least two coats will be required if
Horticultural Society's silver cups at the meeting the candlestick is to prove itself really useful.
under the latter society's auspices at the Holland
Horse Show.

Our Weekly Special Bargain.
Our Horticultural Department will offer each
week in this space an exceptional bargain to the
Gardening readers of HOBBIES. The object of
the bargain is to convince Amateur Gardeners of
the high quality of the goods supplied from our
Nurseries and Seed Establishment.

Special Offer for This Week.
100 Seedling Wallflowers, lree for this week only

for 1/3; usual price 2/6.
This offer will close August 10th.

HOBBIES HORTICIILTURAL DEPARTMENT, DEREHAM.

(London Depot: -17 Broad Street Place,

E.C.).
NOTES ON SPECIAL OFFER.-There are but few of our

Amateur readers who are aware of the fact that Wall-

flowers if planted in the late Summer months will produce
a much more effective display in the Spring months than

will those plants which are planted out in the Spring.
The plants are now from 3 to 4 inches in height, and are
stocky, and well suited for bedding out now. They should
be planted 12 inches apart every way, and we venture to

.say that 100 plants will give a much more effective display

for a small outlay than will any other subject.

ELECTRICITY is not a form of energy, any more

than water is a form of energy, says Sir Oliver

Water may be a vehicle of energy, when
at a high level or in motion ; so may electricity.
Electricity cannot be manufactured, as heat can ;
it can only be moved from place to place, like
Lodge.

It is a good plan to keep several pieces of painting

in hand and in different stages, so that one may
be proceeded with while the next is drying.
There is rarely much space for the design upon
such a thing as a candlestick, and the kind we are
now considering is of the tall, pillar -like form.
It is better not to try anything very elaborate,
but to paint scattered, star -like flowers upon the
wood, using blue, pale green, red and gold and
other colours. Mauve asters always look well,
and should have bright yellow centres. Yellow
marguerites are effective and the middles should
then be brown. Blue forget-me-nots are also
suitable. If any spaces in the candlesticks
will permit of it, plain bands of colour always
prove effective, and they are greatly improved
by some dots of gold, or blue, along each side.

It is a good idea, too, to mix some of the

colours with plaster of Paris, so that dots, centres
of flowers, and such items may be slightly raised
above the surface.
For more skilled artists, very effective designs
may be produced with this paste. Thus, a snake

winding its way round the candlestick is not
very difficult to manage and the eyes can be
made very telling with a couple of bright red
beads. They will keep firm quite well if they
are touched with seccotine before being pushed
into their places.
A dragon may be arranged in much the same
way as a snake, but as this creature is larger and
bolder, it is necessary to make it over a core of
wire, over which wool has been wound. Also,
when the body has been so far finished as to have

been covered with the paste, the scales must
be marked in with the tip of a blunt fruit knife
before it has had titne to get fully set. Green
paint is the most effective for the scaly beast
and touches of gold or bronze paint to heighten
its beauty should not be omitted.

water, and its energy must be in the form of
motion or of strain. Electricity under strain

THE largest kitchen in the world is in the great
constitutes a current and magnetism ; electricity Parisian store, the Bon Marche, which has 4,000.
The smallest kettle contains 100
employees.
in vibration constitutes light. The power
obtainable by a givgn stream of water is, within quarts, and the largest 500. Each of the fifty
a small factor, due/ to friction, directly as the roasting -pans is big enough for 500 cutlets. For
head, but the water is not always applied to the cooking alone 60 cooks and 100 assistants are
always at the rang es.
greatest advantage.
THERE are so many languages spoken in the
Fon a cement for sticking leather fillet on brass
patterns, melt together eight parts of beeswax and provinces of Austria-Hungary that interpreters
two of rosin ; cut into strips when cold and apply are employed in the various Parliaments to interwith a sticking tool of the proper radius. A steel pret the speeches of the delegates, and make them
ball of the right size struck on a wire and heated intelligible to all the members.
in a bunsen burner is the best. The pattern
Fin will grow at as great an altitude as 6,700 ft.
should be slightly warmed. Superfluous cement above sea level, yellow pine at 6,200 ft., ash at
may be removed, when all is cold, with a bit of 4,800 ft., and oak at 3,350 feet. The vine ceases
waste dipped in turpentine.
to grow at 2,300ft.
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H. A. Tate 3,

Chess.
AUGUST 3, 1907.

e.

Al communica lions will be answered in Hosatrts.

Readers desiring replies through the post should
enclose stamped envelopes.

Salve.

1 P -Q4

2 P -Q114

E. Emyrox.-Thanks for probetn and kind remarks.

PROBLEM.
No. 280. -By E. EGINTON, Birmingham.

3 111-9B3
4 B-1115
5 P-113
6
t-113

9 B-93

13-11t2

Castba
P-QR3

14 9-B2

P -h 113
It --B1
K li t- B4

17 9-135
18 Kt x lit
19 Q-K.t4

R-134
Ktx P

lit -Its

i'-liLi4
P X11

IIt><P

21 BxR

22 Bx l' eh

23 BxKt

r

ri

White.
1

lit -11138

2 P-(34

3 B-154

az

k

4 1(7

i,I I_
,-

White. -Eleven pieces.
White mates in three moves.
Solutions not received by Wednesday following issue will be acknowledged the week after
solutions are published.

4 QIi t --Q2
5 P-111113

6 II- 1112
7

If 1 13,--K6

if I R -Q7

1 P -B6.
2 Q-KB5 ch, etc.

2 Q-lit3 ch, etc.

2 Q -Q4 ch, etc.
2 Q-QB5 ch, etc.
Two points.
Mr. Chandler's problem has been much
admired by our solvers. It is an excellent
If 1 K -Q3

If I Other

lit)(Q

-Ill

B-94

1-145

Black.
P -Q.4

P-113
B-112

t -I1113

Castles
P-153

9-114

S Castles
9 P-114
10 11 t-lit3

P-QKI4

32 B- he eh
33 It- lit3
34 P x R
35 K-121

36 11 t-Kt8
37 11- li III

36 lilt Klill

39 It x P ch
40 ,;11-1113
41

11-1(12

K-lii1
9-133

13 x RP
Q

It

h1

R-112
9-145
14-112

Itxil
Is x P

Q-114

13-94
9-13I
Qx lit

K-Itl

9-11131

9_ lit5

42 11 -141

Q

43 12-11 I

9- 133

44 5-11(2
45 P -R4
Resigns.

P

Q- B2

P -R4

12 P-125
13 P-14133

9-R2

White.

24 lit -113

25 111-112

26 B-92

27 lit- 143
2( B x P
29 Iii x 9BP
30 11 -

1116
B

KR -K1
P-111,5

lit- Q2?
PxP

Ii t-133
B --l1 5
Bx 15

31 P
32 911-1111
3:1 9-115

R-112

133

Il P-QR4

9- I( t3
P-9143

35 P-11134

P -B4
P-115
Ii lit- 92

Bx II ch

14 l'-113

36

11 (-13:3

37 lit - 134
38 Q -B5

1(1-li t5

P-114

41 11 -113

9-114

43 11-113

lit -K4 d. ch
Q-116 eh

15 lit -92

17 Ktxlit

P- B3
tx lit

19 PxQP

BxP

16 14-111
18 15-113

20 R -K 1

SOLUTIONS.
No. 275. -By G. W. CHANDLER.

29 P -Q5

Black.
Marco.
R -It 1

IRREGULAR OPENING.

4

rel

t -97

31 R-1416

2U13X1'

ft / ,A

p -(t1113

78

Kt x B

15 1111-Q1
16 111-1(5

,,/

Wit -Q2

27 P -B3

8 13 x P

13 B -1(t1

.//

15-112

30 11-155

11 It -1311

eb'

Ii t- 5B3

White.
Salve.
24 lit -115
25 1t-9133
26 1t-51113

II t Si P

12 K

I

Black.
Marco.
P- Q4
1' -Ii 3

7PxP

10 C:.stles

Black. -Ten pieces.

,K.;,.,

D. Tucker 80, E. Wasserman

QUEEN'S GAMBIT DECLINED.
Played at Ostend: -

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

r 10

.1.

50, H. Zaak 93.

1{1- 113

21 B -K 12

9 -lit2

23 Q -K2

11 t- 133

Ht-lit5

22 lit -B1

34 R-112
B

39 1.1.-96
40 9 x It

42 litxR
44 11-92
45 a-131

911

112

lit -1(4

It -132
Q -1t4 ?
ch
QX

9- 96 eh
Resigns.

Motor Omnibus Models.
As many fretworkers are. during the season,
exhibiting Fretwork models of the HOBBIES
Motor Omnibus, we offer :A special award of ONE YEAR'S FREE SUB-

SCRIPTION TO " HOBBIES " to all fretworkers

specimen of the " threat " problem. Several

who, before October 5th, 1907, obtain a prize at
any Industrial Exhibition with a Fretwork

black bishop stops the " try."

design presented with Hobbies 1907 Catalogue.

Solvers' list :-H. Avre 8, G. C. Baxter 81,
H. W. Baker 16, C. Blackwell 42, A. Bernstein 10 L. C. Brown 69, H. W. Bick 99,
G. W. Chandler 101, H. G. Driver 85, W. H.

The only conditions we impose are (1) that the Model is
made according to the published Design, (2) that the value

solvers give 1 Kt -B5 as the key, but the Model of the Motor Omnibus, cut from the

Dawson 87, M. Dawson 3, E. Eginton 101, H. 5.
D Fresco 3*, If. greenwood 7, H.
Elvin 15,
Goodwin 90, H. 1'. Ho -good 10, Fred. Holmes
27, A. J. Head 34, J. Howell 36, H. Horsley 37,
R. Hurst 27, F. lobs 34, F. Knowles 57. Howard

of the prize gained shall be not less than Five Shillings,
and (3) that M the Fretwork section, in which the prize
has been awarded, there shall have been not less than Five
entries.
The award will, in each case, be made on receipt (it a

written statement by the Secretary of the Exhibition
certifying that the prize-winner is entitled to the Free
Subscription to HOBBIES according to the particulars
given above.

Lawton 98. Henry Lawton 6, G. E. Moore 58,
FINISH planting the maincrop of Celery as soon
E. Perrin 72, K Roome 63, .1. Rust 68, A. L.
Sanders 98, R. Thompson 74, W. E. Tucker 6, as possible.
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Draughts.

Problems contributed in competition must be
original, and hitherto unpublished. The prizes

PROBLEMS.
No. 936.-By J. IVIir,NErt, Middlesbrough,
Yorkshire.
BLAuII.

for June are awarded as full ,ws :-" Stroke "
(No. 9271, J. Sunderland, .Hyde; "End -game"
(No. 928), D. Robertson, London. Highly commended : - No. 919 (" Stroke "), by J. H. Jones,

and Nos. 924 and 926 (" End -games"), by C.
Lee.

A TOURNEY END -GAME.
The following ending occurred between Mr.
C.

Hefter and the Rev. Mr. Williams in the

Illinois State Championship Tourney, and is a
good illustration of the occasional erratic play
of experts when engaged in these contests
w

:-

HITE-Ma. \V ILLIAms,

A
*
7/
e
r
6
'/
-7, --- ,
;

,.

.

-

White to play and win.

r"

No. 937.-By A. BINNS, St. Martin's, Guernsey.
',,,7/.;
7.,-,)

BLACK.

/ -/ /A

----

-;;

,

7' 2,

%

,-

o

:

'//'

' ..

'

BLACK-ME. HEFTER-to play.

In the above position_ 6-10 wins easily for
Black. Mr. Hefter played 21-17 and won, but

his opponent might have secured a highly
of play :-

critical draw after 21-17. by the following line
13

(1)-14-17

9

6 -13
18

6

17-10

19

7-10
6

23

10-14
1

26

6

10

27-24

22

15

24-27

27-31

22

10

15

15

10

31-26

18

16 -19

10

10

10

11-16

15

6

6

22

16-11
18

10

19-24

6

19-16

31- 27

5- 9

6

]0

2160115
26-31
15
10

23

26

(4)-25-30

1

24-19

18

30-26

(3)-21-25

6

15

22

10

(2)-17-21

15

10 Drawn15

VARIATION (I).

5- 9

White to play and draw.

6

19

10

17 - 22

BA RRITT.

19

1

B-14

18

22-15

30 ' 26

'21

10

23

a.13-17

White: 5, 9, 19, 21, 30. King: 14.

23-16

17

1

by 21-17, .22-6, 5-1, 23-16, 1-19,
White wins.
s.-21-17 will also win.

&c.,

OUR PRO B LEM COMPETITION.
Two Prizes, value 23. 6d. each, are presented

every month for the best "stroke" and the
published

in

22-25

14

17-21

23

14

25-29

17

10

22

9-13

17

22

9-13

26

30

Drawn

5- 9

26

30

26

VARIATION (3).

5- 9
10

15

9-14

HousiEs.

15

18

14-17
23

26

B-21-25
18

22

25-30

13.-17-22, 18-25, 21-30, 26-22, drawn.

28

31

31

22

17-26

Drawn

VARIATION (4).

c13-17

"end -game"

18

18

A.-5-9, 23- 8, 22-26, 10-15, &c., drawn.

31-22
22- 6 W.wins
A.-This problem admits of a dual "key,"

best

15

26

21-25

VARIATION (2).

Black : 2, 7, 8. Kings: 22, .23, M.
A-5

23

15

Drawn

SOLUTIONS.

No. 935.-By C. E.

13-17

23

17-21

10

14-17

17-21

5- 9

26

30

30

26

26

30

10

14

14

18

36

26

25-29

29-25

9-13

13-17
26

30

18

14

25-23
Drawl,

c.-r---a, 26-22, 25 -30, 22-18, &c., drawn cone as
trunk.
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Puzzles.

Home Pets Monthly Competition.

204.-CHARADE.

HOBBIES who sends us the most interesting,
practical and original paragraph during August
upon his favourite domestic animals or birds.

My first means to break the skin by rubbing.
My second is a pronoun.
My third is a common and little liked insect.

My whole is a saurian reptile found in the
West Indies.
What is it 2

.

The paragraph sent in each month which, in the opinion

of the Editor, is meat useful to the majority of his
readers, will be awarded the prize. Address all communications to the Secretary, Home Pets Monthly Competition,
c/o The ,Editor of HOBBIES, 12, Paternoster Square
London, E.C.

205.-SKELETON PROVERB.

Replace the dashes in the above sentences

by letters, and a well-known proverb will come
to light. What is it I

Answers to Last Week's Puzzles.
202.-DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

H OLLO W
A BSINT H
D
D

AL

O
C

CTRO
ARBO
E

K

WE offer a prize of 5s. to the reader of

EF

HADDOCK.

I
T
I
N

WHITING,

203.-CURTAILMENT.

LASTER

L AS TE
L AST
LAS
LA

THE prize offered in July is awarded to Miss
B. Ferguson, Dunsford Rectory, Ardglass, Co.
Down, Ireland.
THE THRUSH.-The cage of a thrush should be
a large wooden one, in which are several perches.
Thrushes cannot stand extreme heat ; they revel

in a bath, which should be regularly supplied
to them. There must be plenty of coarse sand

in the cage, and the food should consist of bread
crumbs, mixed with crushed hemp and German
paste ; but as the bread turns the food sour, it
should be given fresh every day. Some thrushes

will eat fig dust, mixed with milk and water.

All like finely -shredded meat, and as the natural

food of thrushes consists principally of insects
and snails this is not to be wondered at. Some
people give their thrushes little slugs to eat,
which they swallow very quickly. When snails
are given they require a piece of stone or brick,
against which to break the shell. A little bread
sop squeezed rather dry can also be given, or for
a treat, a few currants, which are supposed to
taste like flies, and crushed hemp seed mixed
with the hard yolk of eggs may be given once or
twice a week. (F.H.G.).

L

Pictures at Christie's.

MICE NEST IN AN OVEN.-A curious discovery

has been made at the headquarters of the 1st

Volunteer Battalion Leicestershire Regiment at
Leicester. When one of the large portable
camping ovens was about to be overhauled for
repairs, a nest of eight young mice was found

AT Christie's recently the chief property to
come under the hammer consisted of 89 lots of
modern drawings, pictures, and pieces of sculpture, brought together by the late Mr. George
Hodgson, Nocton Hall, Lincolnshire. William inside. The nest is lined with odd pieces of
Collins' " Skittle Players," 1832,which remained newspaper. In order to convey the material into
in the hands of the artist for twelve years and was the oven for the purpose of building the nest the
Parent mice must have made some hundredeof
then sold to Mr. G. Young for 400 guineas, journeys
in and out of the oven by climbing up
fetched 510 guineas. It had previously appeared
thrice at auction during the last half -century. the iron legs. Apparently the door had been
In 1856 it brought 1,150 guineas, in 1875 2,300 left slightly ajar, thus allowing the mice to
guineas, and at the Bolckow sale in 1888 1,510 make their entry and exit.
guineas. Erskine Nicol's " Both Puzzled,"
painted in 1865, realised 620 guineas, against
Notices.
670 guineas in 1887 ; Linnell's " Flight into
Egypt," 1841, 130 guineas, which compared with
950 guineas two decades ago of his " Minding the
Flock," 28in. by 38in., 410 guineas.

Sir Luke Fildes " Fair quiet and sweet rest,"
illustrating some lines in Tennyson's Lotus
Eaters, was at the 1872 Academy. Fourteen
years afterwards, in the Lewis sale, it was valued
at 820 guineas. Yesterday's price was 155
guineas.

It will be recalled that two or three

months ago this artist's " Venetian Fower Girl,"

executed twelve years later, made the considerable
BUM of 1,650 guineas. From other quarters

came Erskine Nicol's " A Dander after Rain,"
43in. by 33in., which made 370 guineas, and
Sir W. G. Orchardson's " Thoughts Far Away,"
29in. by 38in., 125 guineas.
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Addresses.-All communications should. be addressed
-Hobbies Limited, 12, Paternoster Square London, E.C.
The Hobbies Presentation Designs are not given away
with back numbers. Additional copies may be had from
the Publishers, price THREEPENCE each.
Publishing.-Communications respecting orders for
copies, remittances, and all general business letters should
be addressed, " HOBBIES, LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Square,
London, E.C."
ContributIons.-While every effort will be made to

return unsuitable contributions if stamps for that purpose
are sent with them, the Editor does not accept any responsibility for their loss. MSS. and drawings should be sent
FLAT, not rolled.
Subserlptions.-HOBBIES, price One Penny weekly ; by
post, 2d. Twelve months. 8s. 8d.; Six months, 4s. 4d. ;
Three months, 2s. 2d. prepaid-to any part of the world,
Binding Cases, with indexes, Is. 3d., post free ; separate
index, 3d., post free.
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If you look up the Dictionary meaning of the word
"compromise" you will find it given as:"A settlement of a difference by mutual concessions."
That is exactly what you, as a CYCLIST, are doing by a

retention of that single gear.
The difference lies between the gear you can push up any
hill, and the one which you would like to use on the level
and the downhill spin.
The difference is wide-so you take the middle courseadopt a compromise-but there is really no necessity.
The Eadie Two -speed gives you both the gears you need-

one you can push up any hill, and one 23 0/p higher
for the level and downhill spin.

It's the "simplest and best of all variable gears,"
and you should write at once for the " LITTLE
RED BOOK" which describes it fully.
Dept. H.O.

EADIE MFG. CO., LTD.,
REDDITCH.
0460

LION CYCLES
a4c
HIGH GRADE IN EVERY DETAIL.

FIRST

GRADE TYRES.

FOR

BUSINESS

DESIGNED. SPLENDIDLY FINISHED.

Complete with Fine Plated Lamp. Bell, Spanners,

OR

Oil Can. and Repair Outfit.

PLEASURE

PACKED IN CRATE (free). CARRIAGE PAID.
FOUR YEARS' GUARANTEE. TEN DAYS
FOR APPROVAL.

BROOKS
SADDLES
afford the most satisfactory service.
They are acknowledged throughout
the world to possess comfort, durability, and style in the highest degree.

See that your Cycle is fitted with one.
All Cycle Agents supply. Write for
our Art Manual to Dep. 35.

J.

Frames superbly lined Green and Gold, WEST WOOD Wheels, plated and centres coloured.
Two Brakes (Inverted or Roller Levers), Ball Free
Wheel. Steel Chain Wheels, 1184n. Chain.
HONESTLY BUILT. ACCURATELY

B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

have sold Ten Thousand to the complete satisfaction of the Buyers.
Mr. R. W. Robson, of Church Cottage, North Cerney,

near Cirencester, in sending his Sixth Order on July
31, 1906, write, :"I received the lady's machine quite safe, and ASI
FIORE THAN PLEASED with it in every way. The bicycle

Mr Robson borscht from you twelve months ago is quite as
good as new. I have the pleasn, e of mendinz you another
order, which will make the si,th machine we have ordered;
rind I have two more friends who will want one each in
SepteinDir. 'LEM, Cocks are getting quite popular here,
and EVERYONE Is SATISFIED WITH nun!. You can use this

as a testimonial."
Call at any Hobbles depot in London, ille=gow, Leeds, Man
cheater, or Birmingham and inspect sample which is exhibited by favour, or write me for Photo, full speciticationa
and

48 page book of Testimonials from riders in every
part of Great Britain.
Avery Machine is made in 0r own factory.

Monthly Payments when desired.
GEORGE BEATSON, Lion Cycle Works,
82, Moseley Street, BIRMINGHAM.

No Agents or Middle Profits.

Direct ft om Works only.

i.
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THREE SUMMER PASTIMES.
LIGHT,

COOL WORK.

MARQUETERIE
.

.

.

STAINING

Forms a very pleasant occupation for a summer
The work can be done as well out in your

day.

garden as indoors.

The price of the Complete Outfit of Brushes and
Stains, etc., as illustrated, is 5/-, post free 5/4.

PYROGRAPHY.
This pastime sounds heating, but in reality is
a delightfully cool and easy work for the hot
weather.

The Tools contained in this Outfit are all that are
necessary for a beginner.
Price of Complete Outfit, as illustrated,

10/6, post free 10/10.

INLAY STAINING.
A new Art by which an,almost perfect imitation
of Inlay Work may be secured.

This Outfit, which is contained in a strong and
neat Cardboard Box, includes a
series of 8 stains in glass bottles
111011011

(Rosewood, Walnut, Blue, Heliotrope, Olive Green, Pink, Grey

and Moss Green, 3 Brushes, a
Colour Card of various Stained
Woods, and instructions.

Price 5/6, or post free for 5/11.
and

Hobbies Limited, Dereham, Norfolk, HoLnieds

the

atc

upapt-y.tores
11
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EIFFELTOWER
Delicious Light Buns and

Cakes are made with certain success
by using Eiffel Tower Bun Flour.

Hobart
C

Warn

On

approvaL

£3-18-6 Cash

CAKE MAKING MADE EASY

Direct Trading,
Factory to Rider,
et wnnt.v.satv

Lemon, Almond and Vanilla, id. and 30.
pkts. of all Grocers. Save Eiffel Tower
Labels for los. 6d. picture free.

NO"'"Tgr 'NOW.

10

WRITE Pe TO -DAY!
Pertienl era of Hobart's
Equitable system of etal. Risen
payments and illustrated A010111
WANTSD.
lists posted Immediately,
FREE.
Hobart Bird, Ltd.

Years'

5/.

tDept. DM, Coventry.

Monthly,

Cuarantee.

IRO -5E11.

AJAX
CYCLOMETERS are
INDISPENSABLE
to all CYCLISTS.
ran you ever stop and con.

Hider what a reliable Cycle.
meter will do for you 9 It will inform you of just the amount of work
your wheel is doing ; how many miles a
-

tyre wears out; what amount of exerciwi
you are setting. It will tell too how far it
is from one town to another, or from one
Literature of place to another

MARX? & Co., S. City Road,
London, E.C.

With
Clincher

Tyres.

EASI.E.ST MONTHLY PAYMENT.:
CARRIAGE PAID.

Second -Hard. fronj £2 10s. upwards.
Write to -day for our magnificent,

Pir ART CATALOGUE, post free.

BEST AND CHEAPEST FIRM.

BRITISH CYCLE MFG. CO. (1901), Ltd.,
(Dept. G.) 1 & 3, Berry St., Liverpool.

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Despatched from factory on approval.

COVENTRY CYCLES,

For Advanced Work

yarieble.spoed gears, and all latest 1907
improvements; 58 models.
Parked tree

Handicrafts

Warranted ten pears; best tyres, coasters,

FROM

Z3. 10 Carriage paid.

Old 11.11,111110S taken in ra.rtdessecelon,immd

760 :4.etr, CallinliSes as good as new,

from 311.. Great Clearance Sale,
morn 58.
monthly, al° 0/e discount off catalogue prices; 25%
discount' for cash. Every transaction in confidence.
No depoelt or reierences required. Thousands of testimonials
from delighted customers.
a few riders in each district who
TRADE TERMS to
apply immediately. Large profits
easily made in spare time. Write at once (or our large Free

Easy Payments

Art Catalogue and Special Oiler on Sample sfechine.

MEAD
CYCLE CO. Dept. 38D
Liverpool 91, Paradise St. London 19, Charing Cross Rd.

Glasgow: 168, Buchanan St. Dublin : 187, Ct. Brunswick SY.

114 Funchtr

160. Perinapai6.

DELICIOUS

NOVEreaRtle : 25. New lintigebt.

in the

BUY THIS
MAGAZINE,
2d per month from
all Newsagents.

The Best Magazine
of its kind.
Wholesal, Publi," era

Percival Marshall
d.

co.,

211-29, Pupping Court,

FLEE f STREET, E.C.

COFFEE.

RED

WHITE
BLUE.
For Breakfast & after Dinner.

EATING'S
POWDER

HOBBIES.

OVERLAY

WOO DS.
SIX SQUARE
FEET

OVERLAY WORK is now very frequently shown on Fretwork designs. Even when no Overlay is indicated, the'
Fretworker may often introduce one with striking effect.

Consequently,a small stook of assorted woods for these Overlays
should always be kept.
To enable a Fretworker to do this, we can supply

SIX SQUARE FEET
of Assorted Fretwoods, one -sixteenth inch thick (including

Dark American Walnut, White Maple, Birch, Oak, Satin
Walnut, and Ash). Price :-

1s. 6d. per parcel; or post free for 1s. 10d.
HOBBIES LIMITED, Dereham, Norfolk.

(Assorted) for

is., 6d.

OTHER ADDRESSES AS BELOW.

Special Parcels of Fretwoods
SIX-FOOT LOTS OF FINE FRETWOOD.
For general use we can supply the following Parcels of fine Fretwood, each containing Six Square Feet of Selected Boards of useful widths, planed on both sides, and
ready for use. The wood is three -sixteenths inch thick :6 square
Feet.

Birch
Maple

..
Satin Walnut
Canary ..
Mahogany

..
..

is. 8d.
le. 6d.
le. 8d.
1s. 9d.
2s. 3d.
Figured Oak

Post
Free.

Lacewood..
Sycamore ..
Walnut ..
Padouk

2s. Od.
2s. Od.
2s. Od.

2s. 3d.
2s. 9d.

Holly
.

2s. 6d.

..

..
..
..

.

..

..
3s. Od.

6 Square
Feet.

Post
Free.
3s. Od.

2s. 6d.

3s. Od.

.

3s. 3d
3s. 3d.
3s. 9d.

3s. 6d.
3s. 9d.
3s. 9d.
4s. 3d.

NINE -FOOT LOTS OF ASSORTED WOOD.
Each Parcel contains 9 Square Feet of Wood, and Includes not less than four
varieties. All the Wood is planed on both sides and ready for Immediate use.

PRICE, 2s. 3d., or post free 2s. 9d. per parcel.
Write for Fretwork List, or send Sixpence for our 1907 Catalogue.

HOBBIES LIMITED, Dereham, Norfolk,
And at Hobbies Supply Stores :LONDON, 166, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
GLASGOW, 326 and 328, Argyle Street.
LONDON, 153, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.
MANCHESTER, 198, Deansgate.
LONDON, 79, Walworth Road, S.E.
BIRMINGHAM, 2, Old Square.
LEEDS, 21 and 22, Vicar Lane ; and at Hobbies Authorised Agents.

White
Maple.

THE White Maple which, during recent years, has been supplied for fretworking purposes, is the most useful White
Wood which can be obtained at a moderately low price.
The boards we now supply are all of the finest quality, and will
be found useful for all classes of work.

SPECIAL PARCELS OF MAPLE,
Ig P.WCH THICK.

SIX SQUARE
FEET
FOR

ls. 3d.
;V,

We can supply Special Parcels of fine White Maple, each
containing SIX SQUARE FEET, 131r inch thick and about
7 inches wide, planed on both sides and ready for use.

Price 1/3 ; or post free for 1/9.

HOBBIES LIMITED, Dereham, Norfolk.
OTHER ADDRESSES A5 ABOVE.

HOBBIES.
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There is one real

thirst quencher, and
that the famous

Eiffel Tower

Lemonade. It makes you cool and keeps you comfortable. Try a 41d. bottle, and make two gallons of the
finest refresher on the face of the earth. The Medical

Magazine " says :-" The simplicity of this preparation
is its great recommendation, and it is as harmless as it
is possible to obtain.'
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ffitfri

FOR

BUN -r

wsrogicia400:-

OAK PICTURE MOULDINGS, &c.

/lf

FOR AMATEUR TURNERS,

IVORY WASTE PIECES.
GOOD SOLID HORN TIPS.
FOR TURNING.

All Kinds Fancy
Moulds. Send Two Stamp. for Samples. Complete Catalogue
of Mouldings, Pictures, dec., Three Stamps

lin., Pd 1( in., Md. per 12 ft. Length.

W. WATTS, 159, Eccles -New -Rd., Salford.

MONTHLY

5 .,

1

GALLONS

ts,e,

.------WI-Li:

GUARANTEE

1

GWEY011 CREDIT

without bondsmen, security or
agreements, and will supply any
bike you like on easy terms of
payment to suit yourself. I cell
payment

2

YEARS,

s

-

H umbers, Centaurs, Swifts,

Ghal lenge,
S I nge ra, Rove rs,Progres

-

Premiers, StTrIumphs,at

pounds below Makers'
Cash Prices. Rudge-

.

WriltWOrtna from £5. is. Nip,74.4,,,.....
Immediate deliver:v guaranteed.
A Sigh -grade Coventrymacle Cycle for g3 19s.Cash

or 51- Monthly. Machine
sent on approval. Write
for Lists.

Ligit
.,1

EDWARD O'BRIEN. LTD.

World's Larva/Cycle
Dealer (De pt. 16 2

he

COVENTRY.

At moderate Prins.
CHARLES W. OIROENSON,
50, Wellington Street, GLASGOW.

MECHANIC'S
WORKING
BOOT, 177717171
Post

y 0/9 Free

Best Solid English Leather throughout.

Especially designed

to withstand the severe train and hard wear of Engineers,
Carpenters, Builders, Plumbers, and Mechanics generally.
Standard screwed and stitched.

/

SOLES WILL NOT BREAK AWAY FROM UPPERS.
TOE -CAPS WILL NOT COME UNDONE.
.

They are the result of our practical knowledge of boot
making applied to your special requirements.
Sixes: 5,6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11 (sire 12, Is. extra). Made In four
widths: narrow, medium, wide, and extra wide. State size

no&

LITTLE JOcandDS
be

one with

FirAUX.IPTE

IT'S A PASTE WHICH la eon vs
(Reg.).
is and
SOLDERING srvAPLE. Of all Hobbles
most ironmongers in 6d.. 1/-., and SP. Tins,
AIITO CONTROLLER dz SWITCH CO.,
Dep. 0. Bermondsey LONDON.

and width required.

If

they

PIT
GUARANTEED.
are not better value than you have ever had

before, send them back and we wilt return your money in
full and pay postage both ways.
Profusely Illustrated
Catalogue Free. SEND TO -DAY.

W. BARRATT
& CO., Ltd.,
"FOOTSHAPE" Boot Manufacturers,
(Dept. H), Sterling

Works,mcrctxt-riscAs.xtarp.-x-mr.

Y.

HOBBIES.

YOU CAN STICK ANYTHING !

! !

WITH

LIQUID

OUR

GLUE.

SAMPLE TUBE THIS SIZE, 2icl. Post

FOUR TUBES, 7d. Post Free.

free.

SEND FOR A TUBE, AND TRY.
HOBBIES LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Square, London.
HOBBIES QUARTER -PLATE GUINEA CAMERA.
This Camtra has been design3d in order to place in the hands al Beginners a thoroughly
reliable Quarter -Plate Outfit with up -to -data movements.

PRICE, ONE GUINEA.
Specification.
CAMERA. - Polished Mahogany, Brasswork

polished and lacquered ; Focussing with double
Rack and Pinion; Reversing Back and Swing

Front: Leather Strap Handle.
DARK SLIDE-Polished Mahogany,

Book -

form, takes Two plates.
LENS.-Single Achromatic View Lens, working at //IL with Iris Diaphragm.

SurrrEas.-Time and Instantaneous Shutter

fitted behind Lens.
TRIPOD -Light and well made two-fold,.with
Straps, fitting brass turntable of Camera. ,

Prices for Camera and Extras.
Camera, with Single Achromatic lens 1 1 0
Ditto, with " Black and Silver " Band,
R. R. Lens, working at //8
.. 1 7 6
Extra Double Dark Slides
.. each 0 4 0
Waterproof Carrying Case
..
0 2 6
Focussing Cloth ..
0 1 6

Developing and Printing Outfit

0

3

0

R.
Nichols writes :-" Twelve
months ago i bought one of your

Mr.

Guinea Quarter Plate Stand Cam eras. It has been a great success."
Quarter -Plate Guinea stand k,atnera.
Write for 1907 Supplementary Catalogue, just Published.

HOBBIES LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Sq., London, E.C.

Japanese
Veneers.

For Lining and Backing.
Japanese Veneers are most useful for Fretworkers. They do not

split, and may be cut with scissors. For lining Fretwork Boxes and for
general decorative purposes, they will be found most serviceable.
The Veneers are supplied in Sheets, each 30 inches by 20 inches, and
are supplied in the following colours :-Brown, Red, Green, and Yellow.
The tints are delicate and the grain of the Wood is regular and fine.
Price 1/4. for Four Assorted Sheets, or carefully packed and post free
for 1/7.

HOBBIES LIMITED, Derehard, Norfolk.
Also to be had at all the HOBBIES SUPPLY STORES :GLASGOW: 326 and 328, Argyle Street.
LONDON 168, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
MANCHESTER: 191, Deansgate.
LONDON: 155, Bishopegate Street WithBIRMINGHAM : 2, Old Square.
out, E.C.
LEEDS: al and 22, Vicar Lane.
LONDON : 79, Walworth Road, S.E.
VI.

HOBBIES.

WEST'S
WEEDER
PATENT

SAVES WEARY

E EG,

Mudge Whitworth

Britain's Best Bicycle
The Lightest llicycle!
The Longest Guarantee!

for a lady can uproot hundreds of weeds per hour by

simply pressing the tool over the weed, and as one weed
forces out another, they are delivered automatically without handling. Crowded beds can be quickly weeded without damage to plants, as with a hoe. Lawns made like
velvet, without manure, etc., as the small holes, aerating

the soil, are as advantageous to grass as digging is to
plants. Made of best steel, altogether 32in.long,so, being
no stooping, it is a pleasure to use. Cannot get out of

order, and costs but the price of one gallon of weed -killer,
yet saves hundreds. 2/6 (postage 4d.) From all Seedsmen
and Ironmongers. Also ask for Raffiatape and " Weon "
Insecticide.

O. E. WEST, HIOHAM HILL, LONDON, N.E.
LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

To every

rgo7

Rudge-Whitworth is

attached by Seal a Certificate of

10 Years Guarantee
and yet the prices are lower than ever,
and there is no extra charge for Easy
Payments. Sr patterns from E5,
packed free and carriage pa d.

Apply for the new 64 page
Catalogue now ready, post
free from
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SPORTS OUTFITTERS.
I

Nudge Whitworth, Ltd.
Dept. 320, Coventry.

Everything for Cricket. I
Complete Outfits a Speciality.

BATS.-THE"A.W.G." a beautiful hat, skillfully modelled,
latest improved spring handle,
10/6; ditto, double spliced, 18/6.
THE CLUB " a good bat,
with spring handle, 8/11.
THE " SPECIAL," with spring
handle, 6/9.
THE FAMOUS "DAMAGE"
BAT, the hat with a reputation,
great spring power, selected light
willow, every hat warranted,
18/6: youth's size, ditto, 15/6.

IF YOU SUFFER

from any Skin or Blood Disease, such as Eczema,
Scrofula, Scurvy, Ulcers, Bad Legs, Abscesses,
Boils,

Sores and Eruptions of any kind, Blood

OUR SPECIALITY -T HE

Poison, Glandular Swellings, Rheumatism, Gout,etc.

the bat for the expert, 21/- post

but at once start a course of Clarke's Blood
Mixture, and the experience of thousands whom it
has cured permanently will soon be yours.

"AUSTRALIAN," choice blade,
patent leather and pneumatic
rubber grip, treble spring handle,
free.

BALLS.-The " Club " Ball, three seams, leather,
3/6, guaranteed.
The " Referee" Match, 4/6.
The Celebrated " Australian," silk and gut sewn,
warranted, 5/-.

The "Special Crown" 6/-

STUMPS.-Polished Ash, superior brass tops,
steel shoes, 4/11.

Finest "Match" Stumps, revolving tops, ebony

bails, steel shoes, 7/11.

The "County " Stumps, selected, as used in all

first-class matches. 3/3.
Polished Ash, 2/6.
LEG GUARDS.-White Drill, men's size 3/6.
White Buck, with continuation straps, men's size,
5/11 ; superior ditto, 7/11.

BAGS.-Club Bags the "All England," double

handles, rivetted, 36x12x5, from 4/3,
Ditto. 36x12x7. 6/11 ; 36x12x8, extra strong, 9/6.
Finest Leather Bags for Club use, 20/ -, 22/6, A; 25/ -

Private Bags from 4/3; leatherditto, 38/9 to 27/6
NETS.-Hemp, 42x6,15/6; 42::8, 20/-

-L.C.C. Regulation Nets always in stock.
Shoes, Caps, Flannel Trousers, Shirts, Belts and
everything for the game and the player.

GET THE SPORTS LIST.
ITS

FREE.

A. W. CAMACE, Ltd., Holborn, Londoq, E.C.

DON'T HESITATE

THE EDITOR OF THE " FAMILY DOCTOR

writes:-

" We have seen hosts of letters bearing testimony

to the truly wonderful cures effected by Clarke's
Blood Mixture. It is the finest Blood Purifier that
Science and Medical Skill have brought to light,

and we can with the utmost confidence recommend
it to our subscribers and the public generally."
who are doubtful about their case
SUFFERERS should write to us, in confidence,
fully describing their illness. We seal' be pleased

to give them the best advice free of charge. We
will also send copies of latest testimonials. Write
to -day, and address, THE SECRETARY, as below.

CLARKE'S
BLOOD

MIXTURE,

Can be obtained of all Chemists and Stores, 2/9
per bottle, or Post Free on receipt of price direct
from the Proprietors, The Lincoln and Midland
Counties Drug Co., Lincoln.

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

vii.

HOBBIES.

FRETWORK DESIGNS.
Hobbies New Books of Beautiful Patterns. Twelve Sheets for 1/ -

We have just published Two New Books of Fretwork Designs, each containing
Twelve Sheets of Patterns not hitherto published in this form.
the Books
measures 15 ins, by 10 ins. and both Series are entirely different.

SERIES A

Includes C.D.V. Photo Frame, Chippendale Shelf, Toast Rack, Japanese Bracket,
Pipe Rack or Bracket, Match -holder, Picture Post Card Frame, Chinese Letter Rack,

Wheelbarrow, Inkstand, Two Thermometers, " Home, Sweet Home " Motto, and
" East, West, Home's Best" Motto. Price 1/1, Post Free.

SERIES B.

Series B, includes C.D.V. Photo Frame, Watch Stand, Key Rack, Salt Carriage,
Bookshelf, Chinese Corner Bracket, Indian Thermometer, Two Christmas Brackets,
Scent Basket, Inkstand, . Match Holder, Stamp Box, Japanese Pipe Rack,
" Watch and Fray" Text, and "Home, ,Sweet Home Motto. Price 1/1,
Post Free.

HOBBIES LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Square, London, E.C.

Agents for Hobbies Limited.
faT

FOR the convenience of FreV.vorkers in large
towns, we have appointed leading Ironmongers as our Official Agents for the Sale of
all the Hobbles Specialities.

A list of the Agents

already appointed is given below, and we shall
from time to time add to their numbers,
HOBBIES AGENTS: -

Aberdeen. -Mr. Jas. Match, 21, Broad Street.
Aldershot. -Messrs. Alderton and Sumpster, 8, Union
Street.
Barrow -in -Furness. -Mr. J. Underwood, 67, Dalton Road.
Blackburn. -Mr. Robert Howson, 68, Darwen Street.
Blackpool. -Messrs. Cox & Co., 143, Church Street.
Bradford. -Messrs. T. Underwood & Co., 9 and 10, Manchester Road.
Bristol. -Mr. Thos. J. Gardner, 3e, Narrow Wine Street,
and 15, Lower Castle Street.
Burnley. -Messrs. D. & J. Dawson, 14, Yorkshire
Cambridge. -Messrs. Crossman's, 26, Mill Road.
Canterbury. -Mr. T. D. Goodman, 33, Burgate Street.
Cardiff. -Mr. John Hall, 31, Morgan Arcade.

Chelmsford. -Messrs. B. H. Harrison & Son, 65, High

Street.
Chiswick. -Messrs. Lucas & Co. 390, High Road.
Coatbridge.-Messrs. James Barton & Co., 62, Main Street.
Croydon. -Mr. L. H. Turtle, 6, Crown Hill, and 53, North
End.
Doncaster. -Mr. G. P. Preston, 37, Station Road.
Dover. -Mr. E. F. Bockhorn, 8, Worthington Street.
Folkestone. -Messrs. Jones Bros., 123, Dover Road.
Gloucester. -Messrs. Parsons Bros., 34, Eastgate Street.
Halifax. -Mr. E. A. Hirst, 52, New Crown Street.
Hamilton. -Messrs. Robert A. Paton Jr Son, 36, Cadzow
Street.
Hastings. -Messrs. L. W. Lindsley & Co., 35, George St.
Huddersfield. -Mr. John Wainwright, 74, Buxton Road.
Ilkeston. -Messrs. Haynes and Haynes, The Miners'
Stores, Bath Street.
Inverness. -Mr. J. Chisholm, 14, Falcon Square.
King's Lynn. -Messrs. Foster and Bird, Ltd.
Leicester. -Mr. Frank Berry, 3, Loseby Lane.
Lineoln.-Mr. G. Musgrave, Free School Lane.
Liverpool. -Messrs. J. J. Harley, Ltd., 37, Manchester
Street, and 27, Old Haymarket.

Luton. --Mr. W. J. Barrett, 25, Park Square.
Maidstone. -Messrs. Denniss, Paine & Co., 61, High
Street.

Margate. -Mr. G. E. Houghton, 19, Fort Road.
Merthyr. -Mr. E. M. Thomas, 18, Park Place.
Nelson, Lancs.-Messrs. J. & J. Foulds, 55, Leeds Road.
Newark.-ides:rs. Richmond and Son, Boar Lane.
Newport. -sir. John Hall, 200, Dock Street.
Oxford. -Messrs. Foort and Goundrek, 47, Cornmarket St.
Pontypool (Mon.) -Mr. W. A. Pritchard, George Street,
Arcade (opposite Castle).
Portsmogth.-Messrs. Osborn Brothers, 4, Edinburgh
Road.

Preston. -Mr. J. Southworth, 95, 96 and 97, Moor Lane.
Reading. -Mr. W. J. Sarjent, 44, West Street.
Rochdale. -Mr. Walter Dean,. 96, Yorkshire Street.

Sheffield. -Mr. J. B. Hindley, Haymarket and Norfolk
Market Hall.
Southampton. -Messrs. H. Osborn & Co., 9, High Street.
South Shields. -Mr. R. Clark, 4, Church Row.
St. Helens. -Mr. W. M. Kerr, 26, Westfield Street.

Sunderland. -The Electric and General Stores Co.,

Woolwich. -Messrs. J. Jr C. E. Pearson, 7 and 9, New Road.

York. -Mr. J. H. Shouksmith, 59, Mickelgate.

Agents for Cape Town and District :

Messrs. James Wyllie and Sons, 62, Strand Street, Cape
Town, Cape Colony, South Africa.

HOBBIES FACTORIES, ENGINEERING WORKS,
SAW MILLS :- Dereham, Norfolk.

AND

: - 12,

Paternoster

LONDON HORTICULTURAL DEPOT :-17,

Broad St.

CENTRAL

LONDON

Sq., E.C.

DEPOT

Place, E.C.

Hobbies Supply Stores: LONDON, 166, Aldersgate Street, E.C.

LONDON, 153, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.
LONDON, 79, Walworth Road, S.E.
GLASGOW, 326 and 328, Argyle Street.
MANCHESTER, 198, Deansgate.
BIRMINGHAM, 2, Old Square.
LEEDS, 21 and 22. Vicar Lane.

HOBBIES
P.O.P. IN ALL SIZES.
WHITE, MAUVE OR MATT SURFACE.
All Sizes up to Half-plate Sold in Packets at 11d. and 6d.

Postage ld. extra.

HOBBIES SELF - TONING P.O.P. IN ALL SIZES.
This Paper makes Printing a pleasure.

16,

Bridge Street.
Swansea. -Mr. John Hall, 24 and 25, High Street, Arcade.
Walsall. -Mr. E. Lloyd, 23, Arcade.
Wigan. -Mr. Thos. J. S. elephant 24, Standishgate.

Uniform Depth of Tone assured.

MATT OR GLOSSY SURFACE.

All Sizes up to Half-plate Sold in Packets at 1s. Od. and 6d.

Postage ld. extra.

P.O.P. GLOSSY POSTCARDS.

Packets of 100, Price 2s. 6d., or post free for 2s 9d.
Packets of 50, Price 1s. 6d., or post free for 1s. 7c1.
SEND FOR NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC LIST.

HOBBIES LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Square, LONDON, E.Q.
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HOBBIES.
pr-
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HOBBIES "WESTMINSTER" HAND CAMERA
No. 1 complete Quarter Plate
Developing and Printing OutEt), 10/- Post free 10/6.

Price (with Hobbies

DESCRIPTION.

The "Westminster " Hand Camera takes 12 Quarter

Plates in Metal Sheaths. It has a perfect Plato
Changer. and is fitted with a good Single Achromatic
Lens.
The Shutter gives Time avid Instantaneous
exposures and there are two Finders for horizontal and
upright pictures.

Prices for Camera and Extras.
CAMERA, with Plates. Paper, and Photographic

..

Chemicals

No. I Developing dz Printing Outfit..

Takes Twelve l-plates.

Limp Cloth Carrying Case

Ts. Gd.

By poet.
89. Od.

2s. 9d. 3s. Od.
2s. GI. 2s. 9d.

..

I am an' amateur,
graphy. I purchased it as an experiment, and was at first somewhat doubtful as to
its possibilities. I soon found, however, that it was an instrument which, with the
exercise of a little care, was capable of turning out really excellent work. At f,11 the
lens gives good definition in ordinary lights. In subdued light sharp definition is obtained to the edges of the plate. The shutter and the changing arrangement work
perfectly, and I never had the slighest trouble with them. How you can manufacture
the Camera for the money and make a profit is more than I can understand. The
purchaser of one of your 'Westminster' Cameras gets splendid value for his
money."
Write for 1017 Supplementary Cataloole.
Mr. CHARLES E. COLLIER, OF SHAWLANDS, GLASGOW, writes

and when I bought the Westminster' Camera kne w little or nothing about Photo-

HOBBIES, LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Square, LONDON, E.O.
And at the Hobbies

Supply Stores at s-

153, Bishopneate Street, London, E C.
326 and 328, Argyl Street, Glasgow.
2, 01 Soniaxe,

HOBBIES ROYAL STAND CAMERA.
Those

make

money out of Photography should purchase a

Royal " Camera.

The Royal is a First-class Double Extension Camera,
made of carefully selected and polished mahogitny, with
Double Rack and Pinion for Foe. using, Reversing and
Swing Back, Rising and Falling Front. These Cameras
are fitted with Roller Blind Shutter and either View or
Rapid Rectilinear Lenses. Each Outfit includes Double
Book -form Dark slide and well made. Tripod. The
Camera has a metal turntable in the Baseboard.
Mr. Joseph A. Clarke. Stamfordham, writes':-" I am
delighted with the Half-plate Royal Camera. I have
tried

it and find It satisfactory iu every way. It is a

splendidly fitted instrument."

Prices for

Complete Outfit.

No. 1. Royal Camera, Sc.. with
Achromatic View Lens, Iris (
Diaphragm, and Roller Blind
..
Shutter
No. 2. Royal Camera, dm., with
Rapid Rectilinear Lens, work-

QI'A RTERpLATE.

£ d d.

a LI,

mars.
s.'d.

1.0

0

2 5

0

15

0

2 10

0

Shutter
Double Dark Slide

5

0

6

3

1

0
0
0

7

Focussing Cloth

6
6

ing at 1i8, and Roller Blind C1
)
..
0
0
Limp Cloth Carrying Case ..

2 6
6

2

Mr. D. C. JENKINS, of Aberdare, writes :
"I
must say that I am very pleased with the Half-plate Royal Camera, recently purchased of you ; it is the
third Camera I have had, and there could not be a better instrument for the money."

WRITE FOR 1907 SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE JUST PUBLISHED.

HOBBIES LIMITED, 12, Paternoster Sq., London E.G.
A
C

.

lati;V"
1-1013BIESJ

The Full-sized Design for making this Fretwork
Model of a Motor Omnibus is presented free to every
purohaser of the New Edition of Hobbies Sixpenny
Catalogue for 1907.

t This New Edition is nearly exhausted. "PG

WRITE ON THIS ORDER FORM.
Dear SirsHerewith I send a Sixpenny Postal Order for a copy of
your New Catalogue for 1907, with Presentation Design for a
Fretwork Model of a Motor Omnibus.

Aare
Address

......... bfp
(Please write name and FULL address clearly.)

To

Hobbies Limited, 12, Paternoster Sq., London, LC.
Also from DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
AND PROM ALL Title ILOBBIPA SUPPLY STORIED.

Printed and Published et the Office of 110111E3 LImixan,12 Paternoster Square, London, E.C.

iv.

